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Homecoming
Parades
On Saturday, November 16a 
Olivet’s homecoming parade will 
take place. There will be a total of 
13 floats, including a float from 
Kankakee First Church of the Na­
zarene. Other floats include: 
floats from the four classes,Or -  
pheus, Vikings, Business ClubS 
Spiritual Life, Ministerial Fellow­
ship, the Queen’s float and the 
Nursing Department.
The parade will begin at 
10:00 a.mHstarting at Montgom­
ery Ward, and continuing along 
Kennedy Drive to the ONC cam­
pus. Floats will also be displayed 
on the campus all day Saturday.
Opinion
News
Music and Dramma
Prison Football
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Directions
Comics
Sports
GRE
Scheduled
Olivet’s Education Office is in 
the process of modifying the 
Undergraduate Record Examina­
tion to better evaluate the progress 
of students from their junior to 
senior years, and more effectively 
compare their standings with 
others in the same field of study. 
Therefore, the UGRE has not been 
scheduled for Olivet’s underclass­
men this year.
The Graduate Record Examin­
ation measures general scholastic 
ability and comprehension of 
materials basic to graduate study 
in major fields. Seniors planning 
to enroll in graduate school are 
advised to register for GRE be­
tween now and November 19, 
after which a $4 late fee will be 
charged. November 26 is the final 
day for registration; December is 
the next scheduled examination 
date. An information bulletin 
with application may be obtained 
through the Education Office.
‘Homecoming’ Art by Ketterman Photo by Croucher
Welcome Still Good After 25 Years
Reprinted from Homecoming Issue 1949
Thanks For Coming 
Home
A cordial welcome to you as you 
return to your Alma Mater on 
November 11 for the annual TIP 
OFF celebration. This annual 
tradition has brought recognition 
to your college throughout all of 
Nazarenedom. The publicity given 
this event has-been excellent and 
through the years it has been a 
means of binding Alumni ties 
closer to the college. Those wh<fy 
are in charge of arrangements, 
this year prophesy a splendid pro­
gram.
We who are serving you in an 
administrative position are aware 
of your ability to contribute to a 
better and greater Olivet. Your 
interest, your financeJB your 
prayers and your enthusiasm are 
vitally essential in building a col­
lege that must constantly grow to 
meet the ever enlarging demandsSj 
of the Central Educational Zone.
Since you were here last year, a 
great deal of work has been done 
on Eunice Williams Hall. You will 
want to visit this dormitory and see 
the new furniture which our 
churches and people have made 
possible to the extent of nearly 
100 rooms.
Anotherprojectunderway is the 
converting of the space formerly
known as Barracks D into a Stu­
dent Union Room. This is a coop­
erative venture, and the student 
body plan to furnish it suitably 
for recreation and as a lounge.
We welcome you back to your 
Alma Mater and solicit your coop­
eration in creating a stronger and 
more aggressive alumni organiza­
tion than ever before.
-  Harold W. 
President
Reed
Dr. Harold Reed now in 26th year as President of Olivet
Homecoming 1974 is here. 
When the first organizational 
meeting for this year’s Homecom­
ing activities was held last August 
it seemed that Homecoming was 
far in the future g  how quickly 
time slips by.
This year’s Homecoming Com­
mission, consisting ot faculty, ad­
ministrators, and students, has 
worked diligently to guarantee 
that this yearljjHomecoming will 
be a success. They have endeavored 
to plan activities that will be of 
interest to everyone.
Our student body hascooperated 
fully to help plan for this weekend 
to be a pleasant one for alumni,J 
parents and friends. We are proud 
of them. I am sure that many, 
varied activities will not be a 
dissappointment to you.
We are glad you have come. 
Homecoming would not be home­
coming without you. Thanks for 
coming home.
Ted R, U s  
H o m e  c o r r i l i  g  C h a i r m a n
The first step in making a 
dream come true is to wake up
Ted Lee
DREAMS
THAT LIVE
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cEditorial
OMBUDSMAN
NEEDED
Art Linkletter appeared on Olivet’s campus in an engage­
ment November 2. He brought with him much knowledge 
and personal experience with the American drug problem and 
a deep concern for drug abuse in our society.
Opening his address by citing several humorous encounters 
with people in his life, Linkletter’s countenance sobered as he 
related the not so humorous suicide of his 19-year-old daugh­
ter.
It has been five years since his daughter became the victim 
of a bad drug adventure and during that time Linkletter’s 
dedication to battling drug abuse has taught him many things. 
Perhaps most striking of the observations he has made about 
drug abuse is that America has no drug problem — only a peo­
ple problem. It is the anxiety of man which leads people to 
drug and alcohol escapes.
In the question and answer session following his talk, Link- 
letter offered some critically pertinent advice. Someone 
quizzed him about his recommendations for handling drug 
abusers on Olivet’s campus and Linkletter’s response was 
received favorably by the audience.
Linkletter confessed that he had no knowledge nf the 
present ONC policy but suggested that an ombudsman — 
an authority that could be trusted by students to strict con­
fidence, and depended upon for more than drug-related 
advice be available for student drug offenders. This ombuds­
man would be essential to a first-time or experimental user of 
drugs or alcohol because he would be the student’s best link 
to competent advice and information.
Art Linkletter has come and gone and Olivet has been 
confronted with some serious questions in the wake of his 
thought provoking speaking engagement.
Does Olivet unnecessarily avoid the evils of the world to 
protect her fledgling Christians? Does she attempt to create 
a “Shan-gri-la|| or sheltered paradise atmosphere to cultivate 
Christian growth that will later find her graduates destroyed 
by the sudden realities of the world? Is Olivet trying to 
eradicate sin from the heart?
It would seem that the pathetically small minority of Olivet 
students who have or will possibly someday use drugs are the 
very students who need Olivet most. Not only do they need 
the Christian environment and fellowship Olivet’s campus cur­
rently offers, but they need the ombudsman which Mr. Link- 
letter recommended.
When a student resorts to drink or drugs as a solution to his 
needs he represents more than an institutional problem. He 
represents a “people problem” to quote Linkletter, and a 
■people” at Olivet is worth the expense of a trained, know- 
ledgable resource for questioning students to draw upon. 
Olivet can’t ignore her problems or kick them out; she must 
solve them.
John Alexander
_______ __________;_____________ Tony Ends
Letter to Editor ~
“The Glimmerglass”
Olivet Nazarene College
Thanks Olivetians!!!
Red Cross tells me that 68 units 
of blood were used during my 
recent energy crisis, that they are 
all covered, and that 85 Olivetians 
did the job! When I got this word 
my heart almost burst with grati­
tude.
Such generosity makes imposs­
ible the individual thank-you notes 
I Had planned. They’re all con­
densed into this one letter. How­
ever, during my devotional periods 
I’m taking a few names at a time, 
praying for, and thanking God for 
each person one by one.
The many cards, letters, prayers 
and expressions of concern were 
also a great source of inspiration.
Thanks and God love-you-every- 
one!
Gratefully yours,
Moody S. Johnson.
Dear Sir:
I would like this ad to be 
printed in the next issue of the 
GLIMMERGLASS. Thank you. 
Wanted: The attention of Jadonna 
D. HAPPY BfRTHDAY.
Sincerely yours,
DO
Student
Analysis
A WARNING ABOUT DETENTE
The United States of America is 
in a new era of foreign relations 
with its traditional foe since World 
War II — The Soviet Union. This 
new era is known as “detente.” 
This word conjures up a vision of 
“buying the hatchet,” of cooper­
ating to solve problems and to im­
prove each nation by their sharing 
the knowledge. This is the ideal, 
but what is the actuality? ITEM: 
Pepsi-Cola is being traded for 
Russian vodka, and the amount of - 
vodka we buy will determine the 
amount of Pepsi they but. ITEM: 
Alexander Solzhenitzen was re- 
■ cently exiled from the Soviet Union 
for his new-book, THE GULAG 
ARCHIPELAGO. ITEM: In the 
joint space mission planned for 
next year, it appears that the Rus­
sians are gaining much more tech­
nical aid from us than we are gain­
ing from them. ITEM: Hie Soviet 
Union has a big lead on the U.S. A. 
in the field of fighter aircraft.
Both their MiG-23 (recently being 
deployed in East Germany), and 
their MiG-25 (spotted several times 
over Israel) are far superior to our 
Plantom II.
I want detente to work. This 
country wants detente to work. 
The question is, do the Russians 
want detente to work? Both sides 
must cooperate to make this rela­
tionship work. We are going out 
of our way to make detente work 
— granting all sorts of trade agree­
ments, allowing the Soviet Union 
to have a slight lead in some forms 
of strategic armament, making 
concession in other areas. The 
Russians, on the other hand, have 
given up almost nothing.
As I said before, both sides must 
cooperate to make Helen te work. 
The Russians need to try harder to 
fulfill their part of the bargain or 
else detente may result in the 
spectacle of one nation’s giving all 
for almost nothing, while the other 
gets all for almost nothing.
AFTER HIGH SCHOOL I 
WORKED IN THE BUSINESS 
WORLD AND SAW ENOUGH OF 
BACKSTABBIN6 TO DO M E  
--------------LIFE
i ---------
f BUT I DIDN'T ESCAPE 
IT. I JUST ENTERED A 
i WORLD WHERE ALLTtC 
| AACKSTABBERS ARE
I YOUNGER'
I SO IN THE END, I 
\ MAY FAIL W  COURSES, 
BUT I’M BECOMING AN 
I EXPERT ON POLITICS/
■
The Sane Society  
Reviewed By Rebecca Lehnert 
Neurotic? N ot me. I ’m as sane as the next one. O f course we all have 
our “personality quirks ■MScompulsive striving, insecurity that inhibits 
the expression o f self, pondering the ecclesiastical question o f what 
brings fulfillm ent, false pride, and the preoccupation with material 
gain. Such is the problem o f  human existence and does not denote 
insanity; it is the norm.
Erich Rrnmm. author o f  THE SANE SOCIETY, calls these tendancies 
socially patterned defects. Further says Fromm, “The fact that millions 
o f people share the same vices does not make these vices virtues, the fact 
that they share so many errors does not make the errors to be truths, 
and the fact that millions o f people share the same form s o f mental 
pathology does not make these people sane. ”
Birth is the separation o f  man’s oneness with nature. His innate drive 
is to find  the solution to human existence. He cannot return to his 
home in the womb but must emerge and grow and perceive and find his 
place in the extrauterine life. He is alone and separated. Man’s sanity 
depends on the fulfillm ent o f  his need to reunite and interact with other 
people.
As food maintains our physical bodies, so is love our psychological 
nourishment. To let ourselves be known soothes the crv o f our souls to 
be free. Love, then, brings us back into oneness with nature when there is 
oneness with each other.
Erich Fromm is noteworthy in the fields o f psycho and socioanalysis. 
His concept o f love has great merit, but loving is not easy. He does not 
refer us to the Source o f Love. Jesus Christ knows we humans have 
times o f  intense, unexplainable loneliness, and brought us before God 
in prayer. “that they may all be one; as Thou, Father, art in.me, and I  
in Thee, that they may be one in Us: That the world may believe that 
Thou hast sent me. I  in them, and Thou in Me, that they may be made 
perfect in one; and that the world may know that Thou has sent Me, and 
hast loved them, as Thou hast loved M e." (John 17:21-22). Because 
o f Jesus, we need never be alone.______________________________
gS*}
4KW v K.
;
;*¥ ■
m
i  i
Centennial Where ?
BY J E F F  G R O S V E N O R
Hardly anyone would think of Centennial, Colorado (where?) as a 
worthy scene for a major historical work. And, it would seem that 
one would trouble themselves with reading sucH a “major history” if it 
were written.
But, as often happens in the literary world, a great author has applied 
himself to an unusual set of little known circumstances to produce a 
book of major importance, and by all indications, people are reading it.
CENTENNIAL, by James A. Michener, author of HAWAII and THE 
BRIDGES AT TOKO RI, tells a story far more important than the mere 
history of an insignificant town. It is the story, spirit and essence of the 
North American west.
Why Centennial, Colorado? The town itself is situated in northeastern 
Colorado, about 40 miles from the front range of the Rocky Mountains. 
Life came to the area approximately 160 million years ago, and this 19 
why Centennial becomes significant.
The first main character is (brace yourself) a female piplodocus, the 
largest of th e j'4thunder lizards” from prehistory. Numberless years 
later, the horse is thought to have evolved around Centennial, before 
leaving the continent for Asia.
It was also in this area that the bison made its home, after migrating 
front Asia. Other animals developed and concentrated here including 
die beaver and the rattlesnake.
But the gist of CENTENNIAL is not animals. It is man; both the
Cont. on page 16
'
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Cathode R a V  Terminal 
Possibility at ONC
Library director Allan Wifens is 
announcing the possibility of 
Olivet’s acquiring one of the most 
modem pieces of equipment for 
libraries. This is a cathode ray 
tube terminal.
“This unit can best be described 
in appearance as a combination 
television screen and typewriter,” 
Mr. Wiens stated. “With this type­
writer, you can type out a request 
for information to be received 
from Columbus, Ohio. That in- 
Bormation will appear on the T.V. 
screen in five seconds. ”
For example, if only the title of. 
a book was known, this would be 
typed on the special typewriter. 
The typewriter is hooked up to a 
Computer at Ohio College Library 
Center in-Columbus, Ohio. This 
Bomputer scans information on 
two or three million item?. Then 
it sends back to the T.V. screen 
author, publisher, edition number, 
and copyright date. Again, this is 
done in just five seconds.
The specific advantage of having 
this piece of equipment would be 
¡gsppeeümg up the processing oF
new books. Many new books are 
on back shelves three months 
before they are ready for circula­
tion. The addition of the cathode 
ray system could cut this time in 
half.
Mr. Wiens and other key person­
nel are investigating the feasability 
of our accepting the trial offer. It 
is extended to the college library 
by a subsidy from the Illinois State 
Library. Determining factors 
related to cost are student enroll­
ment and the number of volumes 
processed in a year.
Commenting upon c ohsTriïcfîôn 
progress of the new addition Mr. 
Wiens saidB‘The building should 
be fully enclosed by December 
first.” '■
A new factor has entered into 
the planned move during semester 
break, he added. “It looks now as 
though the carpeting will arrive in 
time,” he explained, “but we’re 
running into some problems ob- 
Itaining shelving needed for the 
shift of books.” He said it is still 
hoped, however, that the move can 
be made during Christmas break.
Home Econ. Brunch 
Scheduled for Saturday
Home Economic Aluriini and 
students won’t want to miss the 
buffet breakfast Saturday the 16th 
at 9:30 a.m. in the ground floor 
I f  Chalfant. The cost is $1.25 
and'in addition to the good food
there will be a time of fellowship 
and organization of a Home Ec. 
Alumni Club. Tickets can be pur- • 
chased at the dept, or from Mrs. 
Kindred no later than Friday after­
noon.
Home Econ. Brunch:
Citrus juice, fruit kabobs, sausage, 
eggs, hot biscuits, honey, butter, 
sweet rolls, coffee, tea.
LIBRARY HELPS
"Pro, Macro, Micro”
Pro, Macro, and Micro are the 
three key prefixes of the newest 
encyclopedia in 'Olivet’s Library. 
This is the fifteenth edition of the 
Encyclopedia Britannica, pu6lish; 
ed just this year.
“I don’t know of any other ency-. 
clopedia done this way,” said Miss 
Adeline Van Antwerp, Reference 
Librarian. “It is new both in con- 
; cept and structure.”
The new Encyclopedia Britan­
nica is a thirty volume set done 
in three parts. It is also known as 
the Britannica 3.
The first part is the single vol­
ume Propaedia. Subtitled Outline 
of Knowledge Guide to the Bri­
tannica, it serves as a study guide 
and a reference to the rest of the 
Encyclopedia.
For example, “Education" fn the 
Propaedia is outlined as two dif-fl 
ferent aims and methods and what. 
TTacTIaken place where and When.
The next part is the Macro­
paedia, subtitled Knowieuge-ln 
Depth. In these nineteen volumes 
are longer, detailed articles on 
subjects referred to both in the 
Propaedia and Macropaedia.
The third part, the Micropaedia, 
contains just a paragraph of in­
formation on each subject cover­
ed in the Macropaedia. Sub­
titled Ready Reference and Indexa 
these last ten volumes enable one 
to quickly find information on a 
topic. Then underneath each of 
these short paragraphs, references 
are listed to many different articles 
containing additional information.
Miss Van Antwerp stated that’ 
this fifteenth edition of the Bri­
tannica is entirely new. “All the 
articles have been rewritten,” she 
said.
The new Britannica 3 is located 
on file library's top floor with the 
other reference encyclopedias.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB 
STARTED
This year, Olivet’s Psychology 
majors and minors have organized 
their own club. For the past 
couple of years, the Psychology 
Club was combined with the 
Sociology Club under one organ­
ization. This year each has its own 
organization.
At a recent meeting, the club’s 
officers w*rp> elected as follows: 
Ron Beers, President; ken HoP 
stein, Vice President; Kathy Stanel, 
Secretary; and Jim Clipner, Trea­
surer.
The club is entering a float in the 
Homecoming parade ‘with the 
theme: “Dreams that Live begin 
in the Mind.” *
Some of the plans for the future 
include: special speakers, films, 
tou rs 'o f mental institutions and 
prisons, and highlighting the year 
with a banquet.
Anyone Interested in joining the 
club should contact Ron Beers or 
Dr. Flint, faculty advisor.-
ONC H O M E C O M I N G  C A L E N D A R ,  1 9 7 4
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15
8 :0 0  am Registration begins in Ludwig Center, continuing all weekend.
9 :3 0  am Homecoming Chapel in Chalfant Hall. Speaker is Missionary 
Jack Barnell, ’55. Presentation of Homecoming Queen.
1:30 A 3:30 pm Planetarium Programs Directed by Dr. Clarence Grothaus.
Order free tickets on order blank.
1:30-4:00 pm Open House of All Campus Academic Buildings.
5:30 pm Basketball —  Olivet Junior Varsity vs. Olivet Alumni
Bradley-Bourbonnais High School new gym on North Street
7:30 pm Basketball —  Olivet Tigers vs. Mid-America Nazarene College 
Bradley-Bourbonnais High School —  2400 seatsl
7:30 pm Homecoming Concert, Number 1, in Chalfant Hall —  2,000 seatsl 
Featuring Ovid Young, Stephen Nielson and Harlow Hopkins
9:30 pm Annual Homecoming Smorgasbord in Ludwig Center 
An event you will not want to miss!
Entrees: Roast Baron of Beef, Sir-Broil Steak, Chicken Kiev, Lasagna, 
Shrimp, Baked Virginia Ham, with all the finest trimmings.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16
8:00 am Phi Delta Lambda Honor Society Breakfast in Ludwig Center
Sal« by “Olivot Ladles” in Ludwig Center 
Proceeds for Olivet Scholarship Fund.
Luncheon meetings at Hotel Kankakee —  Please send reservations.
Play sponsored by ONC Speech Department in Reed Auditorium 
Tickets sold at door. Repeat performances at 3:00 pm and 10:00 pm.
Basketball —  Women's "O" Club vs. Alumni Ladies 
Free Admission Birchard Field House
Vikings Coffee Hour, Ludwig Center, present and alumni Viking Choir 
members and wives.
Wrestling —  Olivet Tigers vs. Trinity College 
Free Admission Birchard Field House
Second performance of Speech Dept. Play —  see 1:00 pm.
Basketball —  Olivet Junior Varsity vs. Olivet Alumni 
Bradley-Bourbonnais High School Gym —  North Street
Annual Homecoming Concert, Number 2, Chalfant Hall 
All College Choirs, Wind Ensemble, Alumni Soloists 
Feature: Gaither's “Alleluia." Directed by Harlow Hopkins.
Basketball —  Olivet Tigers vs. Mid-America Nazarene College 
Bradley-Bourbonnais High School Gym —  2400 seats!
Fellowship Hour in Ludwig Center. Come for an enjoyable timel 
Sandwiches and Desserts for only $1.50, at the door.
Third performance of Speech Dept. Play. See 1:00 pm.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17
Attend one of the Nazarene Churches In the Kankakee Area!
College Church Sunday School is 9:45 am. Pastor Bill Draper will preach in Morning 
Worship at 10:50 am. Rev. Don Dunnington, '70, will preach in the evening service at 7:00 pm.
Other churches in the area include Aroma Park, Bradley, Kankakee Eastridge, Kankakee 
First, Kankakee Westbrook, Kankakee Wildwood', Limestone, Manteno, Momence.
9:00 am
9:30 am
10:00 am
12:30 pm
1:00 pm
1:15 pm
1:30-•2:30
2:30 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
5:45 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
9:15 om
10:00 pm
STUDENTS SHARE IN 
CHRISTIAN TOGETHERNESS
Each evening after dinner, 
,Ludwig’s Formal Lounge fills with 
young people for the purpose of 
sharing how Jesus Christ has been 
living and growing within their 
hearts.
The “C.T.” meetings (Christian 
Togetherness) were started during 
.the fall revival so that Christian 
students could get to know each 
other better and'have the oppor­
tunity to lift one another up in 
prayer. Through this half hour 
members are testifying bf a better 
understanding of God and a deeper 
appreciation for the fellowship of 
other believers. It has been likened 
to an incubator developing its 
members into mature Christians.
The structure of a C.T. meeting 
is informal and unrestricted. New 
visitors are warmly welcomed. 
Struggles and burdens are shared. 
Some profit by the lessons and 
insight of others. At times some- 
•one twill's tart a song or give a devo­
tional thought. Love encompasses 
the group as all unite in prayer, 
joining hands to finish the fellow­
ship.
If you are looking for some peo­
ple who-care for you, if you’d like 
to share your needs or your testi­
mony, or if you’d like to see Jesus 
really work in lives|gthen join 
C.T. some evening after dinner in 
Dtdwig’s Formal Lounge.
NOTES FROM 
THE DEAN
THE RED FLAG program is 
still in effect and is being coordin­
ated through the o ffip  of the 
Dean of the College. Let us know 
of students facing serious difficul­
t i e s  (grades, absences, finance, 
health) and we will try to double 
or triple the attention j>iven to the 
problem. Of course, we expect 
you to dq^ail you can to. meet tne 
need or offer advice along wit!.' 
•the special counsel we may be able 
\o  bring to the student. Use the 
Red Flag pads and save time and 
words in communication.
College Church
OF THE NAZARENE
Y O U R  C H U R C H
WHERE YOU MAY WORSHIP............ANfr SERVE
WITH FRIENDS, FACULTY AND COMMUNITY LAYMAN.
November 17
GIANT SUNDAY SCHOOL RALLY ■  10:00 -  10:45 a.m. 
COLLEGE CHURCH SANCTUARY
Alumni, visitors, all college students.
SPECIAL GUESTS: Ray Dafoe >, Flint, Michigan 
Jim and Linda Vidito, Flint, Michigan 
Ovid Young, Olivet 
Olivetians - from the class of 1964 
10th anniversary of the quartet -
Bill Draper, Pastor
COLLEGE CHURCH OFFERS: .
1. A church where evangelism is preeminent
2. A Church where instruction in spiritual growth and 
maturity is a part o f  each service.
3. A church of worship and praise
4. A place of service — an opportunity to carry out
the Great Commission..........an opportunity to
give as well as ‘take’
W ED N ESD A Y  
7 :0 0  Prayer Service 
7 :0 0  Youth Services 
6 :4 5  Caravans
8 :0 0  Chancel Choir rehearsal
S U N D A Y
9 :4 5  Sunday School 
10:50 Worship Service
Children's Churches 
6 :0 0  Young Adult Fellowship  
Children's Services 
6 :3 0  Choir rehearsal 
7 :0 0  Evening Service
* * * ‘ Special activities include missionary services. 
Visitation and Outreach programs. Athletic pro­
grams, Bible Study groups.
Linda Yeates
Secretary
Vera C. Amiano
Secretary
Clarence J. Houde
President
P. Keith Halteman
C ash ier
Linda Grace
Teller
V'ICOME ALUMNI
YOUR FRIENDS AI THE
MEMBER FDIC
L; i i l i  Li. LP  ¡LiLLtL;LLÎ.Iiù.LE
one heritage plaza, bourbonnais, ill 60914 815 939-7133
Edna 
Teller
Attain
.lean Beatty
Bookkeeper
Mary J °Bookkeeper
^ose Ann
fell, °upu is Undi
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ONC DRAMA PERFORMS
MacLeish’s "J.B.
Reader's Theater 
Proves Exciting
Job’s son gives his life for his 
country; his daughter dies in an 
automobile accident; his otner 
daughter is raped and murdered; ’ 
his last daughter dies in an explo- 
, sion.
What is this, a passage from the 
Living Bible? No, it is an account 
of the events and truths of the. 
biblical story of Job portrayed in 
the modem world.
J.B.: “The Lord Giveth.. .  the 
Lord Taketh Away..
Mr. Zuss: Finish it! Blessed 
be the. . .
Nickles: What should he finish 
when he’s said it
This is typical dialogue in J.B.’s 
modem rendition of the famous 
story of Job.
/.B .” CAST
Mr. Zuss 
Mr. Nickles 
J.B.
Sarah 
David 
Mary 
Ruth 
Rebecca 
1st Soldier 
2nd Soldier 
1st Reporter 
2nd Reporter 
Girl
1st Policeman 
2nd Policeman 
1st CDO 
K n d C ed  
Bildad 
Eliphaz 
Zophar 
Distant Voice 
Director 
Asst. Director
Mark Sarver 
Rod Bailey 
Kevin Harshman 
Cheryl Christmas 
Tim Andress 
Dejbbi Carter 
Jill Kline 
Tracy Lewis 
Lee Allen 
Bill Roberts 
Tim Baker 
Bill Roberts 
Charlene Spencer 
Steve Davison 
Bill Roberts 
Tim Baker 
Bill Roberts 
Steve Kendall 
Keith Anderson 
David Bunker 
Steve Jones 
Miss Debbi Salter 
Tammy Sarver
Celebration
B Y : J E F F  G R O S V E N O R
Church musicHthroughout the 
ages, has reflected a great diversity 
of character, message and styling. 
Indeed, one of the more exciting 
aspects of the worship service in 
our church ha*been its great 
variety of music from which we 
draw much spiritual enlighten­
ment.
Ovid Young has delighted thous­
ands with his unique style of 
arranging in both religious and sec­
ular music. His styling seems to 
know few boundaries, but Profes­
sor Young’s real forte lies in his 
interpretation of hymns.
Young’s most recent album! 
A CELEBRATION OF PRAISE 
(Impact Records)»goes far in 
spanning the many diverse moods 
and messages that live in hymns 
of the church. CELEBRATION 
is a mixing of the piano and 
orchestra which Young used with 
such effectiveness bn his first 
album, PRAISE SONG. In addi­
tion to this,--, he uses thet well- 
played pipe organ, on the alternate 
side of CELEBRATION.
Earlier, Young hesitated to 
attempt an organ recording, be­
cause of the difficulty involved in 
finding a good organ and a good
CO N T. ON P A G E 11
The author of J.B * Archibald 
MacLeish, said he did not intend 
for the play to parallel the story 
of Job. However,.there are some 
very definite correlations between 
the two. For instance, there are 
God and Satan figures in the play 
represented by Mr. Zuss (coming 
from the Greek king of gods, 
Zeus), and Nickles (coming from 
Nicholas, an original name for 
Satan).
J.B. is a rich businessman with 
controlling interests in mans!bus­
inesses. Job was also a rich man. 
J.B. has a big family in which the 
children die horrible deaths, asjio 
Job’s in the Bible. J.B.’s wife 
turns against God and him much 
like Sarah in the Old Testament.
Iriends’ accusations, his disease and 
> his restoration, all of which appear 
- in J.B.
The stoiy of Job and his suffer­
ing is universal, and its message is 
■> made real by this modern inter­
pretation.
This Homecoming the Speech 
Department will present the Pulit­
zer Prize winningplay of 1959, J.B. 
by Archibald MacLeish.
“J.B. is the contemporary story 
of Job. The author did not intend 
it to be an exact parallel to the 
Bible story. However, he does fol­
low the story lines of Job rather 
closely and even uses Biblical 
quote
This explanation of the play 
J.B., to be presented at Olivet in 
the Homecoming weekend, was 
offered by Tammy Sarver, a junior
at ONC and also a student director 
of the play.
The format of J.B. is rather un­
conventional, certainly not what 
Olivet audiences are accustomed 
to. The dramatic style is called 
Reader’s Theatre.
Reader’s Theatre involves little 
physical movement, and there is 
no use of costume or make-up in 
character parts.
Miss Debbie Salter, a new teach­
er in the Speech Department this 
fall and faculty - director of the 
play, describes Reader’s Theatre 
'as an innovative dramatic form in 
which “performers are interpreters 
suggesting characters, rather than 
actors representing them. There 
are few conventional rules in 
Reader’s Theatre, which incour­
ages creativity and experimenta- 
tion.”
Instead of the emphasis being 
shared by costumes, props, scen­
ery, and acting, the emphasis will 
be almost entirely placed upon 
interpretation.
Tammy Sarver explains the 
difference between acting and i n i  
terpretation. “In acting, the actor 
becomes the character, whereas 
in Reader’s Theater the reader 
interprets the character lines and 
reactions.”
The audience will become more 
involved in the story because the 
actors will face the audience at all 
times. The only exception to this 
will be the God & Satan figures, 
(called Zuss and Nickles respect­
ively).
Through the medium of Reader’s 
Theatre, Olivet will be introduced 
to the universal message of Job in 
an exciting way this Homecoming.
Homecoming Concert To Feature Professors
7c * ’• / A  Young■k.».*'- A. •-'»’» .
Two very interesting Homecoming Concerts 
are being planned this year. On Friday evening, 
Nov. 15, Professors Ovid Young and Stephen Niel­
son, pianists, and Professor Harlow Hopkins, clari­
netist, will appear in concert. Both pianists will 
appear on the program as soloists and as duo- 
pianists. Two numbers will feature all three men.
Young, last year’s recipient of the .Layman’s 
“O” Award, is known to thousands through his ap­
pearances with Robert Hale and Dean Wilder. How­
ever, he has become an artist in his own right, as 
pianist, organist, arranger, and conductor. He has 
been a member of Olivet’s faculty for eight years. 
In addition to his duties at Olivet, he is beginning 
his first year as conductor of the Kankakee Sym­
phony Orchestra. Young has two recordings cur­
rently available, “Praise Song” and “A Celebration 
of Praise.” Both records (Impact label) feature 
Mr. Young as artist and arranger with symphony 
orchestra accompaniment.
Nielson is a three-year member of Olivet’s fac­
ulty. He is a graduate of the prestigious Indiana 
University’s School of Music, having studied there 
with concert pianist Gyorgy Sebok. Upon success­
ful presentation of one more recital, Mr. Nielson 
will complete all the requirements at IU for a 
Master’s Degree in Piano. At ONC he is artist-in­
residence and regularly presents two full recitals 
per 'year.
Hopkins is an alumnus of Olivet, as is Young. 
He began his teaching career at his Alma Mater in 
1954. Since 19§7 he has been chairman of the Divi­
sion of Fine Arts and Department of Music. He has 
conducted several Homecoming Concerts and was 
clarinet soloist twice with the Kankakee Symphony
Nielson Hopkins
and with the South Surburban Symphony, Park 
Forest, 111. His orchestral experiece includes mem­
bership in the Seventh Army Symphony while sta­
tioned in Germany,,; and as principal clarinetist 
with the Indiana University Philharmonic while 
a graduate student there. He recently completed 
work at IU for the D.Mus. degree in Woodwinds, 
Literature and Performance.
Saturday evening’s concert will follow the 
traditional outline of featuring the College en­
sembles and alumni soloists. Before intermission 
the audience will be treated to selections performed 
by Orpheus Choir, under the direction of D. George 
Dunbar; Treble Clef Choir, Irving Kranich, direc­
tor; Viking Male Chorus, conducted by its new 
director, Curtis Brady; and the Olivet Wind En­
semble, conducted by Harlow Hopkins. It will mark 
the first campus performances of 1974-75 for all 
groups except Vikings.
Following intermission the three College Choirs, 
the Olivet Symphony, and alumni soloists will 
combine to present Gaither’s “Alleluia, a Festival 
of Praise to God.” The narrator will be Dr. Willard 
H. Taylor, Dean of Nazarene Theological Seminary, 
Kansas City, Mo. Soloists will include Mr. Jim Bo- 
hi, tenor, song evangelist in the Church of the 
Nazarene; Mrs. Naomi Larsen, contralto, well- 
known Olivet faculty member and beloved teacher; 
Mrs. James Vidito (Linda Freese), soprano, Flint, 
Mich.; Mr. Ray Dafoe, bass, Flint, Mich.; and Miss 
Ruthmarie Eimer, soprano, Momence, 111. The Oli- 
vetians Quartet of 1964, composed of Prof. Larry 
Watson, Rev. Ken Christofferson, Rev. Ed Nash, 
and Mr. Laurel Matson; will also participate in 
the presentation of “Alleluia.”
MARTIN'S
PIASTER
CREATIONS
429 S. MAIN BO U R B O N N A IS  
IN T H E  V IL L A G E  S Q U A R E
MON. & F R I. 9 TO  9 
T U E S ., W ED., T H U R S ., S A T ., 
9 TO  5
EN JO Y  A  H O B BY
G IV E  G IF T S  W ITH Y O U R  P E R ­
S O N A L  TO U CH  B Y  DOING  
Y O U R S E L F
Eas tr idge  
Church 
of the 
Nazarene
Jay E¿ Foster, Pastor
9:30 AM Sunday School 
10:30 AM Morning Worship
6:00 PM NYPS Hour 
7:00 PM Evening Worship
2629 East Court 
Phone 932-9413
o c m
WEEKLY SPECIALS 
Each Wednesday on Pizza 
and
Each Friday on Ice Cream
Snack Bar
Phone 939-5332
per month.
Complete 2-month program 
Unlimited visits 6 days a week.
SPECIAL STUDENT PROGRAM
164 E. Oak St. 
Downtown Kankakee 
Phone 939-3173
When a body needs a friend 
(at a price any body can afford).
Elaine Powers 
Figure Salons
RECORDS
AND
TAPES
*Gaither Trio 
*Love Song 
*Imperials 
*Lamb 
*Swaggart
*Carmichael 
*Many More
R O M E ' S
<%>
BARBER-STYLIST 
396 SOUTH KENNEDY 
BRADLEY, ILLINOIS
BE KSTON'S 
B00KSH0PPE
- H O U R S -  
Tuesday thru Friday 
8 :3 0 —5:30  
Saturday 
8 - 4
" S T Y L IN G  F O R  S T U D E N T S "
Phone: 939-4344
e t a Li a , in c .
BOOKS AND GIFTS 
229 East Court St.
Kankakee, 111.
■tfUNKs1
PANCm
JiO U S& j
5 3 0  S O .W A S H IN G T O N  AV E. 
m m E f i ,  IL L IN O IS
“Hunk’s is more 
than you would 
expect from a 
pancake house.”- 
much more
Open:
Mon.—Thurs. 7 :00  a.m .—1:00 a.m. 
Sun. 7 :0 0  a.m .—11:00 p.m.
Fri.—Sat. 7 :00  a.m .- 3 :0 0  a.m.
^¡-r tid tic
■
3 L
r r a n ^ e m e n ti
3 o , Æ O c c c a i i o n i
939-4481
110 N. 5 *  Ave. KANKAKEE
W hen you se le c t yo u r 
betrothal rings, the circle of 
love becomes a reality. From 
that moment on the beauty 
of your diamond will for­
ever recapture this special 
moment. How wise of you to 
insist upon visiting a reliable 
jeweler, and selecting your 
diamond under proper sur­
roundings. In our store, we 
additionally offer you the 
guidance of a man trained in 
gemology who can explain 
and show you the subtle dif­
ferentes in diamond values. 
With his help, you can be 
assured that the stone you 
select is the best quality for 
the price you choose to pay.
' o l k m a n n s
J E W E L E R S  S i m a  1872 
Velkiiann Bldg. I  Meadowview Shopping Center
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
LOOK!
MARX
BROS.
IN Monkey Business
Rated PG (Pretty Good)
$.50 Each $.75 Per Drag 
Sponsored by The Glimmerglass 
After the Concert (10:15 p.m.)-
Nov. 22
COMPLIMENTS
m L  A N  T«1
EÌRIIGIE1R
fms. Wgf. S/K: SSKBp I 1111' 'r
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Tutoring
by Tony Ends
About 13 years ago Mrs. Amelda 
Jackson, originally from Houston, 
Texas, moved to Pembroke, a 
rural township situated 18 miles 
east of Kankakee.
This predominantly black town 
fis plagued with a host of problems. 
The drainage and drinking water 
Rtuation there is less than ade­
quate. Once off of the main 
black top thoroughfare there are 
no sewers, no electricity and literal-. 
i:ly no roads in Pembroke. Poor, 
police protection, lack of industry 
and a suffering health situation 
Bompound Pembroke’s ills.
Mrs. Jackson saw through the 
Bomplications at Pembroke right 
to the heart of her people’s entrap­
ment. She recognized the educa- 
ffional deficiencies of the Pembroke 
|&hool system and realized that the 
dropout rate of Pembroke chil­
dren was probably as high as 40%.
Through a series of meetings at 
Olivet, Mrs. Jackson finally made 
Scon tact with Dr. Jack Furbee, an 
fiifistant professor in the Olivet 
Teacher Education program.
The two combined their efforts 
and in 1971 a tutoring program 
was started as the first of many 
improvements which they would 
Kike to add to the Pembroke educa­
Project
Proves Successful
tional system.
At first 20 Olivet students, 
enrolled in a general methods of 
secondary education course, were 
driven out to Lorenzo Smith 
School in Pembroke, one night a 
week. Since then at least 200 
people have been tutored by about 
150 ONC students and the project 
is proving a success.
The one hour one on one 
classes of tutors and tutees now 
last two nights a week for five 
weeks each semester. Tutors are 
paid a $4 — $6 stipend for their 
approximate six hours a week 
effort. Olivet has also started 
awarding one to four hours credit 
on student participant transcripts.
The tutoring project is funded by 
the Illinois Community College 
Board through the Kankakee Com-I 
munity College. Money from the 
Community College Board is used 
for alternative schools, summer 
schools and employment guidance 
as well as tutoring.
The Pembroke tutoring project 
is part of a larger program called 
CETAC, Continuing Education by 
Tutorial Assistance and Counsel-
mg.
Mrs. Jackson firmly testifies to
the tutoring success.
“Tutoring helps to keep kids in 
schoolB explains Mrs. Jacksonl 
“and then stirs the added motiva­
tion young people need to get f  
them into college. We’ve got {§ 
kids at KCC right now that will f  
tell you they wouldn’t be there if § 
it hadn’t "been for tutoring.”
Mrs. Jackson would like to see 1 
tutoring become a regular part of 1 
the alternative school in Pembroke || 
as the program grows. She feels ft 
that the project has been success- *> 
ful in helping students to “get a 
feeling and an understanding that 
people in the community really 
care about what happens to them.”
Dr. Furbee adds that the tutoring 
is a good experience for his college 
students as well as a help to adults 
who need to pass the GED.
There is still a great need for 
funds, remedial material* even 
bigger education facilities at Pem­
broke. Students who would like 
to help are welcome to join the 
tutoring program. Tutoring will 
begin again December 3 and run 
through the last five weeks of the 
second nine weeks. See Dr. Furbee 
on the ground floor of Burke for 
further information.
Football Behind lhe Wall
by Bruce Brian .
Nothing looks more ominous 
than the walls of the state peni- 
Ifentiacy in Joliet. A cold, grey 
Boncrete fortress that towers twen­
ty feet above the surrounding 
Bornstalks, its very appearance 
■ grimly testifies to the addage 
“Crime does not pay^Bj
Two years ago, I sat in one of 
three cars parked outside these 
walls, nervously awaiting a foot­
ball game. There were eighteen of 
ufl ready to play flag football 
with society’s bad boys, the pri- 
Rmers of the Joliet correctional 
Benter. We squirmed in our cars, 
Ramped, impatient and scared at 
what could happen once “inside.” 
R i t  turned But, we were at the
wrong place, and our game was 
with the men of the honor farm, 
next door to the maximum secur­
ity grounds.
The team was quite relieved 
that we would not have to go 
inside those walls. Our team, 
the “Saga Goose,” was comprised 
of ball players who had been in the 
industrial flag football league at 
the Kankakee YMC A. Most of us 
were from campus, had been play­
ing “ Flag” ball for over a year 
and were members of the Olivet 
intramural teams.
Our game that Saturday was with 
the honor farm, which is exactly 
what the name implieBa minimum 
Beenritv unit where honor prison­
ers are allowed to work the land. 
Most of the men at the farm are 
either eligible for parole, or are 
spending the remaining years of 
long term. sentences in die com­
parative luxury of the farm unit. 
Our entire team was petrified at 
the thought of playing hard core 
convicts who probably spent all 
their time lifting weights and 
psyching up for their Saturday 
ball gameR What we found w as 
a hand full of men who earnestly 
played a game for the pure fun of 
the competition.
We had been expecting to kick 
field goals. The athletic director of 
the prison wrote that field goals 
would be allowed, and our kicker 
practiced all week for the chance. 
There were no posts to be found 
when we arrived, however, so I 
asked the coach of our opponents 
where they were. “The boys 
(prisoners) had to take them 
back,” he replied. B it seems the 
junior high school down the street 
had a pair come up missing, and 
the warden made them take the 
posts back. The warden is funny 
about things like that!”
The prisoners played a good, 
tough, game, yet never scored, 
and we left the winners with a 
score of 58-0. At the end of the 
game, our opponents all came 
over to shake hands, wish us the 
best of luck and begged us to 
return to play again. “This is all 
we have to look forward to,” an 
end remarked, B there’s notning 
else to do.”
1 was impressed by their good 
sportsmanship and competitive 
desire. According to their coach, 
the prison sent out nearly one 
hundred invitationBa year for 
teams to come and play football. 
A sR pn as the teams would find 
out that they must play at the 
prison, they would back out. We 
decided to come back, but it took 
two years to get another team 
together and return.
Our new team scheduled two 
games for October of this year. 
On the eleventh, we would play 
the correctional center in Jolietj. 
and on the nineteenth, we would
Photos of Tutoring Project by Hills Bros.
return to the honor tarm. Only 
five of us remained from the pre­
vious game, so we added twelve 
new players and began practice in 
late September.
On the day of the first game, we 
had a team breakfaR then a final 
practice before leaving. All morn­
ing we psyched up; we played leap 
frog and car tag all the way up 
route45 and arrived excited, ready 
Jo play.
This year’s first game was at the 
correctional center, which meant 
maximum security (those tall, 
ugly walls again). We were frisked, 
then escorted through four steel- 
barred doors into the prison 
grounds. Already warming up 
inside the courtyard, were our 
hosts, twenty of the largest, well 
built men I have ever seen. They 
were all larger than our largest 
manBand about twice as mean 
looking. Their leader was roughly 
six foot four inches tall and 
weighed approximately two hund­
red thirty-five poundsBof solid 
muscle, and went by the name 
of “Cadallac.”
We warmed up and prepared to 
receive the kickoff. Everyone of 
us was by this time nervous and. 
apprehensive about the games out­
come and the general feeling bor­
dered on wanting to play and 
wanting to leave at the same time.
I think being “caged” in made us 
edgy too. Those walls kept re­
minding us that we were inside, 
cut off from the safety and secur­
ity of the world outside.
It was evident from the kickoff 
that thisfegame was going to be 
different from that of four years,;« 
ago. As a result, when our players 
took the ball, they were tackled, 
'and often awarded “cheap shots” 
to the face or head after the play 
was dead. Our offense managed to 
score, but this time theirs did too.
There was only one way to 
stop their power ’sweeps our de­
fensive end would throw himself 
into the blockers head on, and 
gorce the halfback into the inside. 
Then the rest of us would try to 
penetrate and down the ball car­
rier. The prison team blocked
superbly and ran well, keeping 
a touchdown behind us all of the 
way. Our speed and timing moved 
the ball while their team moved on 
brute strength and discipline.
The game became bruising and 
dragged on and on. Every time 
our backs would run, they were 
tackled or forced out of bounds. 
Our ends were beaten and tripped 
when they attempted to run patB  
terns, yet never “interfered” with.
I beean to dread our touchdowns, 
because a kickoff would always 
follow; and kickoffs were orutal.
A wall of flesh would form in 
front of their ball carrier, and 
bulldoze. its way up the field. 
Our first man down field on 
kickoffs had to break up the 
blockers^by hitting them head on. 
(Once, Cadallaci''decided to block 
me out on, the kick return, a 
feeling that can best be described 
aS running full speed into a brick 
wall that is running back at vou!)
At the half time, we were ahead 
24-18 and ready to leave. Two of 
the refs had quit the game and the 
other three were afraid to make 
calls. We quietly dismissed our 
game plan and glanced at the pri­
soners all aroiindus. We noticed a 
tall blonde man leaning against dne 
of the buildings to watch the 
game, and we were told that he 
was Richard Speck, the convicted 
nurse slayer. We were ad jumpj^ 
only wanting to finish the game.
I spoke to the officials about the 
unnecessary roughnesBand asked' 
them to try to control the game. 
They were also nervous and 
snapped back that they were doing 
the best job that they could.
But their best wasn’t good 
enough, becau&B th i“ game ran 
away, fully out B f control in the 
third quarter; After blocking on a 
play, Rufus Reed was walking back 
to the huddle when he was jumped 
from behind and beaten to semi- 
-conscienceness by an irate prison­
er. Rufus was taken to the infir­
mary. then, two plays later, it 
happened again. Rick Colling was 
about to score when he was gang 
tackled out of bounds. When he
continued on page 11
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on the  
study of
physics
Much of physics has been con­
cerned with the motion of parti­
cles, which includes their displace­
ment in a certain frame of refer­
ence as a function of time. Many 
students of physics have been con­
cerned with their own discompla- 
cency in their particular frame of 
reference as a function of their 
time. These students cannot seem 
to find enough time to work pro­
blems, write up labs, go to class, 
and enjoy other advantages of this 
Academic Community. This can 
only be the result of a Lack Of 
Discipline. There is no other 
Plausible Explanation. The stu­
dents finally admit that that is 
indeed the problem and devise a 
scheme to overcome it. The day 
is divided into Infinitestimal Inter­
vals and their various and sundry 
responsibilities are assigned to a 
finite number of them according 
to the Prevailing Priorities of the 
day. This effectively eliminates 
such Trifles as sleeping and eating. 
Any unwillingness on the part of 
the students to maintain such a 
^Schedule is interpreted as a Loss 
of Committment and their only 
recourse is to repent and once 
again vow to subjugate all their 
other interests to die Cause for it® 
duration. When they finally col­
lapse from Exhaufton, Boredom, 
or Both, the students inevitably 
begin to question their ability and 
competence in almost everything, 
especially their beloved Areas of 
Concentration. Then they eval­
uate their Overall ObjectiveMOf 
Education and try to justify either 
Abrupt Attenuation or Further 
lEndurance. This type of exper­
ience is hot limited to- people in 
physic* it happens frequently to 
people in other natural sciences 
and, if the Truth were known, to 
everyone in any major. This stu­
dent has been through it several 
times with physic* but is appar­
ently none the worse for it. In 
fact, such evaluations have led to 
a New Concept of his Overall Pur­
pose in Existence, with the result 
that he intends to pursue the study 
and application of physic® but 
with respect to the plan God has 
forhim. The physics is not the All 
Important Preoccupation of Life, 
but just one part integrated into a 
life of knowing and sharing Jesus 
Christ. The experience of evalua­
tion recurs at rather irregular inter-
SCIENCES
vals, but whenever it does happen, 
these words are appropriate:
We are afflicted in every way, 
but not crushed; perplexed but not 
driven to despair; persecuted, but 
not for saken; struck down but 
not destroyed; alwaysmarrying in
the body'the death o f  Jesus, so 
that the life o f Jesus may be mani­
fested in our bodies.
I  can do all things in him who 
strengthens me. Have no anxiety 
about anything, but in everything 
by prayer and supplication with
thanksgiving let your requests be 
made known to God. And the 
peace o f God which passes all 
understanding will keeper our 
hearts and your minds in Christ 
Jesus.
d neufeld
GLIMMERGLASS SUPPLEMENT Ch r is t ia n
FAITH AND 
HEISENBERG
All too often, Christians view 
science as a threat to their faith 
instead of the reassurance it can 
be. A good example of this is an 
intriguing discussion initiated by 
physicists in the 1920’s that has 
far reaching implications in the 
area of philosophy and religion as 
well as science.
Since the time of Newton and his 
development of classical physics,! 
man self-confidently assumed he 
could predict the path of a par­
ticle as long as he knows the equa­
tion of the system and all perti­
nent variables. It was logically 
assumed that all events, no matter 
how far in the future, could be 
ultimately foretold by use of deter­
minism and seemed to contradict 
religious doctrine concerning man’s 
free moral agency.
Classical mechanics remained 
unchallenged until, with the ad­
vent of newer, more sensitive 
instrumentation, it was found to 
fail when applied to phenomenon 
on a very small scale. To handle 
these cases a new brand of physicsa 
called quantum mechanicsBwas 
developed by Plank, Bohr, de 
Broglie and Schrodinger.
However, in working out the 
loose ends of the theory, some 
interesting yet disturbing results 
appeared. Robert H. March, in 
PHYSICS FOR POETS, tells how 
Werner Heisenberg realized that 
“to observe was to disturb.” In 
essence, Heisenberg showed that 
the velocity and position of a 
particle could not both be known 
simultaneously. This effect was 
found to be significant only on the 
atomic and subatomic scale.
The philosophical import of the 
discovery lies in the fact that this 
“indeterminacy” is fundamental 
in nature and not due to the 
inadequacy of the instrumentation. 
Interestingly, _ Einstein rejected 
“Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Princi­
pal,” but finally conceded its val­
idity only after spending many 
years unsuccessfullfltrying to dis­
prove it.
This uncertainty, inherent in all 
of nature, makes rigid determin­
ism somewhat untenable. It 
appears that God may be thus 
assuring man’s freedom of choice. 
Nevertheless, such a discovery 
serves to strengthen rather than 
threaten the Christian’s, faith and 
make more meaningful the deci­
sion he makes to serve Christ.
by John Lockwood,
Shakespeare written by a commit­
tee, by several individual* by 
Shakespeare^ or by someone elsa® 
These points have been examined 
by statistical analysis of vocabu­
lary, word and sentence length,
' grammar and style. Persons writ­
ing language books can use the 
same procedures to ensure th® a 
book gradually increases in voca­
bulary and grammatical com ple;«
ty- .
Mathematics, and hence the« 
offerings of a college m a them at i ^  
department must be versatH  
enough to meet many of th eH  
challenges which a college gradu­
ate might face, whatever his career.,jj
Piloto by Croucher
Mathematics In Today's World
by David Skinner
If a non-mathematician is asked 
to point out an application of 
mathematkBin today’s world he i»  
most likely to refer to the scienc^H 
Certainly most scientific advances 
such a* p ace  exploration would 
not be possible in a Civilization 
without mathematic* In fact,
Photo by Croucher
math has been called both the 
Queen and the Handmaiden of the 
sciences.
Increasingly, however, many 
uses of math are to be found 
outside of the natural scienc^B 
Some of these are central to the 
fields discussed below, and others 
are given as illustrations of versa­
tility.
The field of business has always 
involved some elementary math 
in keeping of account® figuring 
of interest and so on. Recently, 
however, business schools have 
been requiring or recommending 
statistics, probability and calculus. 
Statistics and probability are 
needed in insurance and marketing, 
and calculus is used in determin­
ing marginal cost and profit. 
Additional topics in linear inequal­
ities and matrices are used in max­
imizing profit and minimizing 
costs.
Theories in economics weje 
once phrased in very general forms. 
Today they are based on more 
sophisticated mathematical models 
and tested in a laboratory by 
computer simulation. The econ­
omist proposes a theory and cre­
ates a model, and the computer is 
used to analyze it.
The social scientist depends 
.heavily on data furnished by care­
fully constructed polls anal­
yzed by high powered probabil­
ity and statistics with the help of 
a computer. Calculus is used in 
situations where the population 
is in a state of change during the 
analysis.
The psychologist uses the same 
probability, statistics, computer 
science and calculus to test his 
theories. An illustration is given 
by psychomatic music. We all 
know that marches stimulate and 
lullabies sooth. The psychologist 
has found that carefully selected 
musical tones can be used to treat 
fears, neuroses and emotional dis­
turbances. The harmonics of 
music has had a mathematical basis 
since the time of the Greeks.
One branch of physical educa­
tion examines the human body, aa  
a machine made up of levers, 
pistonBetc. The use of 3-dimen- 
tional coordinate |p tem s, vectors, 
rotational forces, etc., are applied 
to thè problem of athletic per­
formance. - Meanwhile» dietary 
specialists attack performance
from their specialtyi utilizing 
various other mathematical 
models. -
Architects and artists have used 
a golden proportion (about 3:5) 
-for centurie® This ratio is found 
in the Parthenon, frame size ;^ and 
facial features. There is even a 
test of pBture to determine possi­
ble future back strain, based on 
the same ratio.
A final group of examples 
concern the use of probability and 
statistics in examining questions 
drawn from literature. A common 
problem in literary research is 
determining authorship. How 
many different authors contribu­
ted to the Psalms? Did Paul write 
all of the letters ascribed to him? 
Were the works attributed to
HDDT
Dr. Hanson Returns 
From Chicago
During the spring semester, 1974, Dr. John Hanson,of the Chemistry 
Department, was on sabbatical leave. He spent the semester working 
with the research staff of Professor Jack Halpern at the University of 
Chicago. The work involved conventional and rapid reaction rate 
s tu d iea^  well as the preparation of several compounds which serve as 
model&or the study of vitamin B12 chemistry.
Model compounds are subsfflnces containing some essential structural 
features of biologically important materials, but usually much simpler 
in other respects^ In his work, cobaloximes served as B12 models. 
Like vitamin B12^:obaloximes contain one cobalt atom surrounded by 
tour nitrogen atoms and are capable of forming cobalt-carbon bonds. 
Oxidation states for cobalt may vary from +1 to +4 in these materials.
The cleavage of the cobalt-carbon bond^eems to occur in some B12 
related biochemical processes. Dr. Hanson’s studies involved determining 
the rate law for cobalt-carbon bond cleavage by a strong oxidizing
PhoS by Croucher
Current Science 
News
RUSSIAN - AMERICAN SPACE FUGHI
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Plans are continuing for the joint manuevers of American and Rus­
sian spacecraft. The launch of the 6680 kilogram (nearly 15 tons) 
Soviet Soyuz vehicle is scheduled for July 15, 1975. The Apollo 
spacecraft will follow 7.5 hours later. Two days later, the Apollo 
craft will dock with the Soviet craft in a 225 kilometer (139 miles) 
high orbit. After two days of joint manuevers, the spacecraft will 
disconnect and conduct individual experiments before returning to earth.
1ASFR LIGHTNING ROD
The “Flash Gordon” era may be nearer than we think! Leonard Hall 
t  reported in the October issue of Applied Optics that it should be pos­
sible to use high powered lasers aboard helicopters in order to ionize 
a path in the air so that the electrical discharge can be directed. 
This would enable scientists to diminish the destructive power of 
tornadoes by providing an alternative path to ground for the lightening 
B a re n ts  that would otherwise heat the tornado core. There is at least 
B>ne “ Flash” around here that would appreciate that!
ONC PHVGICG AND ENGINEERING REGEARCH
WIND ENERGY Wayne Hall has completed the first phase of his 
R u d y  of AC alternators for use in a windmill-based electrical power 
Mgs tern. The system will ultimately be connected to a Hydrogen-
Oxygen generator for energy storage. The first phase however will 
probably utilize a storage battery. The plan is to have an operational 
p system in time to light the Christmas lights.
COMPUTER Dave Neufeld is building a small computer utilizing 
integrated circuits. The computer memory consists of a static- shift 
register which is stepped at a 1 million cycle per second clock rate, 
enabling the computer to complete its 100 step program in 100 
millionths of a second. The computer can be used to control labora­
tory experiments, railroads and has many other applications in industry.
LOW ENERGY ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY Steve Friske is 
currently constructing a vacuum system which will be used to do 
basic research in low energy electron spectroscopy. He will be investi­
gating the mysterious transparency of Helium atoms to low energy 
electrons which is predicted by the Quantum Theory. Mesaurements of 
this type are very important in determining the atomic properties of the 
elements. It was basic research like this that led to the development of 
the transistor, the laser and many other devices.
COMPUTERIZED SUPERMARKET A supermarket in Ohio now 
ipesla computer to check out groceries. Each item is labelled with a 
light reflecting coded type. As the times are passed over an optical 
■glnner, the item is read and added to the bill. This enables rapid and 
efficient checkout and continuous inventory update. The system can 
be easily adapted to send all of the information to a central data 
I processing center enabling wholesale)? to have real-time information on 
H nsum er needs.
DR. FULTON TO SAN FRANCISCO Dr. Harry Fulton of the 
Biology Department returned Sunday from San Francisco where he 
delivered a paper at the International Audio-Tutorial Congress. The 
■aper, jointly prepared by Dr. Fulton and Prof. William Beaney was 
KflSitled, “Two years of Minicourses--What Now?” and consisted of an 
Eklysis of the two years of field use of the minicourses developed 
jointly with Purdue University. The analysis considered student 
Iffhievement, student attitude, and minicourse evaluation for the 
Biology, Zoology, and Botany courses at ONC.
Photo by Croucher
By Dr. R. Wright
Man-made substitutes for the 
body’s natural organs are among 
medicine’s most glittering tri­
umphs. The artificial kidney and 
heart-lung machines are the 
_ most notable. Now scientists at 
the Stanford Research institute 
have taken the first, though ten­
tative, steps toward development 
of a mechanical substitute for the 
brain.
At this point the artificial brain 
cannot generate such deep psychic 
drives as love, hate, hunger and 
desire; much less duplicate the 
complex processes of reasoning 
and imagination. But the artifici J  
brain does show promise of being 
eventually able to replicate the 
natural brain’s motor functions,
The Electric Brain
directing the purposeful move­
ments of the arms and legs. When 
further refined, it may help 
millions of persons paralyzed by 
brain damage caused by strokes 
regain use of their limbs.
The Investigators programmed a 
computer to fire electrodes in 
sequence to cause purposeful 
electrodes. The electrodes are 
placed in the brain stem at the 
back of the animal’s head, below 
the level of the damage (stroke). 
The device has been tested on 
monkeys in whom the paralytic 
symptoms of strokes had been 
reproduced by surgery. One 
monkey’s right arm was surgically 
paralyzed. One computer program 
enabled the monkey to reach out
for food and bring it back to its 
mouth; another sequence of stimu­
lation permitted extension of the 
arm for climbing, and a third 
program allowed the animal to 
scratch its back.
When presented with a set of 
switches controlling the computer, 
the monkey could pick a program 
and direct his own movement.
Much further research must be 
done before human arms and legs 
can be moved by a man-made 
brain. But with further develop­
ment, researchers believe it will 
not only help restore movement 
to stroke victims, but also possibly 
aid in the rehabilitation of the 
mentally retarded, restore vision 
in some types of blindness, and 
even correct disorders of behavior.
Photo by Croucher
Hanson cont.
agent, K2IrC16, and in identifying organic (carbon containing) reaction 
products. The rate law indicates an initial reversible reaction, similar to 
that observed- in some enzyme kinetic systems. Among the organic 
products observed from isopropylcobaloxime are isopropyl alcohol and 
propylene.
Sabbatical leaves are among the fringe benefits for teachers at Olivet. 
After serving five years on tenure, a professor may request a leave for 
one semester or for one school year. The request for leave should 
include a proposal for research, travel, or writing that will enhance the 
faculty member’s service to the college. During this sabbatical leave, 
Dr. Hanson traveled over 7,000 miles by car and commuter train.
'Welcome
Alumna
You’re invited to worship
MANTENO CHURCH
OF THE NAZARENE
Highway 50 and 6th St.
(just 7 miles north of Holiday Inn)
Sunday School 9:30
Worship Service 10:35
Evening Service 6:00
(NEW SCHEDULE)
Rev. Wi’Mam L. Scott, Pastor
VILLA
INN
Route 50 South in Bradley
SPECIAL THIS WEEKEND
Homemade lasagna & 
Roast Pork with dressing
WINGO’S 
SHIRTS & JEANS
in the Town Mall 
150 N. Schuyler 
Kankakee, Illinois
Phone: 939-0930
“Also serving the 
best breakfasts 
in Kankakee”
m i m m
CXM
£ Associates
Lon WUliams owner
- 939 - 4761-
397 MAIN BOURBONNAIS
America’s steak expert
your neighborhood Choice steak piace
Family “dining out” made possible by modest prices
SERVING USD A CHOICE 
PERFECTLY AGED 
CHAR-BROILED STEAKS 
NO TENDERIZER USED
ANY GROUP OF ALUMNI 
ACCOMPANIED BY A STUDENT 
WITH AN I.D. RECEIVE A 10% 
DISCOUNT
-SEA FOODS - SALADS - SALAD OAR DAILY
C J t-933-8464
Open T ill 11:30 This Weekend 
Welcome Home, O.N.C. ALUMNI!
"f itst  C lt u ic lt  ojj the
lOOO N. Entrance Kankakee
I  H  è I
1, ¡ H  1 '1 "
HOMECOMING SERVICES SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17
MORNING SERVICE: Great Sunday School and Worship
9:30 a.m. Adult Sunday School Lesson in Sanctuary
Taught by Pastor Hancock 
Special Singing — Dale and Ellie Owen
10:30 a.m. VIKING MALE CHORUS IN CONCERT
EVENING SERVICE 7:00 p.m.
GOSPEL SINGER
Jim Bohi
Nazarene Song Evangelist
“Join your friends at First Church for Evening Evangelism ”
EVERYONE WELCOME!
PASTOR
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From Distant lands
Welcome to Guyana
Don't Wait For The Job 
To Come To You
What will- be the employment 
prospects for the Class of 1975?.
Much depcnas on me neaiui or 
the nation’s economy, the stock 
market, military commitments, 
government contracts, and other 
factors which influence employ­
ment.
In all yearsJE- good and bad — 
the prospect for graduates of var­
ious disciplines vary, reflecting 
supply and demand. Engineers 
for example, will be recruited 
heavily because of a shortage of 
engineering graduates. Human­
ities graduates, however, are in 
search.
What does it all mean to you?
First, don’t press the panic but­
ton and become alarmed.
Second, utilize yotir career 
planning and placement office 
early; the earlier the better. Here 
you will find information about 
Kareer fields and employment op­
portunities, personal counsel if 
you want it, as well as advice on 
■now best to conduct your job­
finding campaign.
Third, don’t wait for a job to. 
come knocking on your door.
Fourth, set your sights on your 
primary target but also explore 
alternative possibilities fliat may 
not be related directly to your 
major or goals. Utilize all sources 
available Sjch ambers of commerce, 
state employment services, classi­
fied advertising sections. Arid 
don’t overlook opportunities that 
may exist in your own backyard! 
you may want to contact small! 
■local employers who do not recruit 
on campus because of limited 
needs but who occasionally hire 
college graduates.
Fifth, launch a mail campaign. 
Probably the most comprehensive 
listing of employers is this issue of 
the Annual. Also, there’s a special 
section of the preparation of re­
sumes, transmittal letters, and 
other correspondence connected 
with the job hunt. If you want 
additional information, a number; 
of books have been written on the
subjectjyou should be able to find 
some in your placement office or 
your college or public library.
Sixth, keep a number of irons in 
the fire and keep them hot. Face 
up to the fact that perhaps you 
can’t be as selective as you might 
wish and don’t put all your eggs in 
one basket. Check out all the 
possible avenues B  business and 
industry, government agencies, 
volunteer military service, graduate 
school, community service and 
social action organizations which 
may have internships or other 
openings.
Seventh, don’t become discour­
aged. Even if you choose an “ in­
terim” job until you find what you 
really want, or if
you decide to work your way 
around the world, this isn’t nec­
essarily all bad. Indeed, someday, 
looking back, you may decide 
. that these first few years out of 
college were the most enriching 
of your life.
Girls Have Opportunities contest
By Denese Chee
Guyana is located on the north­
east coast of^south America, a 
tropical country of 83,000 square 
miles. The Atlantic Ocean borders 
it on the North, Venezuela on the 
west, Brazil on the south and 
southwest, and Suriname (for-B 
merly Netherlands or Dutch.Gui- 
ana) on the east.
Guyana is often called the “land 
.of six people” because of the di­
verse racial origins of its popula­
tion. With a population of about 
9O0,OO0r more than 90 per cent 
occupy, ™ four per cent of the 
lana. Hie population density was 
about 8 persons per square mile in 
1968, but the coastal strip con- 
Tained over 300 people per square 
mile. Over 50 per cent of the 
population is of East Indian de­
cent, while Afro-Guyanese (inclu­
ding persons of mixed ancestry) 
comprise about 43 per cent. Other 
minorities, are the Amerindians, 
Chinese, Portuguese and British.
Guyana was Formerly the colony 
of British Guiana, and was first 
colonized by the Dutch in. the 
early 1600’s as the settlements of 
Essequibo, Demirard, and Berbice. 
Since then, it has been controlled^ 
by flie Uutcn twice, the British 
once and France for a short while. 
The British took possession in 
1802, Guyana became indepen­
dent in 1966, a republic in 1970 
and is a member of the British
D EARj)
Commonwealth.
English is file language except 
for the Amerindians who speak a 
dozen "different native dialects. 
Guyana is the only English speakS 
ing country in South America..
In religion, East Indians are 
Hindus and Moslems, Afro-Guyan- 
ese are Protestants, and Portuguese 
are Catholic.
Georgetown is the capital of 
Guyana. Largely a wooden city of 
19th century rambling Victorian 
architecture, Georgetown is con­
sidered to be one of the most 
beautiful cities in the “West 
Indies.”’ The tree-lined streets are 
wide and clean, the buildings 
white and eminently tropical. Th9| 
population o f this city is over 
160,000.
Guyana has a good mineral 
resource of bauxite, iron, man­
ganese, diamond, gold and col- 
umbite. The main exports of the 
country is sugar, rice and bauxite.: 
It is mainly an agricultural country.
Because just 5 .per cent of the 
land is occupied, much ofthe land 
is left untouched. Guyana has 
rare species of animals and p lan ts 
that draw attention from botanists 
and zoologists.
Guyana has one University and 
about 20 colleges. The educational 
system is mainly British. Guyana 
is small and fast developing. It is 
known to stamp collectors for 
having published the rarest stamp.
LANA
Attention girls! Do you have 
some free time you would like 
to use to earn a little money? 
Maybe you don’t want a steady 
part-time job, but need that little 
■fextra” for spending money of for 
an unforseenHemergency.” '
Many of the female students are 
unaware of the opportunity that
Celebration cont.
Recording chamber at the same 
time.
Evidently, he found both at the 
First Baptist Church, in Nashville, 
Tennessee, where the organ music 
for CELEBRATION was recorded.
Upon hearing these organ 
pieces, it is easy to be impressed 
by Young’s diversity. He will 
excite you with the beautiful, 
regal, FANFARE and THEME to 
COME THOU ALMIGHTY KING. 
Then, just as easily, he will lull you 
into serenity-with his arrangement
of je s ú s , f  h e  Ve r y  t h o u g h t
OF THEE.
And, as if to prove the addage 
that nobody performs a piece as 
well as its creator, ’Young performs 
his own arrangements like ho one 
else. There is a sort of inimit_ 
able style inherent in Young. He 
does not flow over the keyboard 
like molasses. Rather, his many 
years spent at the organ have 
instilled a certain rigidity in his 
playing style, so that each run or 
accentuation is a crisp, calculated 
foray into the upper and lower 
limits of his instruments. This1 
lends an exceptional clarity to his 
work.
CELEBRATION has been a 
blessing to those of us who have 
attended College Church on Sun­
day morning and wished that Pro­
fessor Young would just go on 
playing and playing. The blessings 
inherent in the music along with 
the blessings added by. Young’s 
arranging and performing, make 
A CELEBRATION OF PRAISE 
one of the most spiritually enjoy­
able recordings available today.
exists of having their name: 
placed on a babysitting list in the 
Placement office at Burke.
Almost every day we receive 
calls from housewives who want 
responsible young ladies to sit 
with their children. I t  is really 
a fine opportunity for girls who 
like children.
If you think you would be 
interested in having your name 
placed on a babysitting list, drop 
by the Placement office and see 
the secretary at the front desk. 
Be prepared to give us your name 
and times you are available to 
babysit.
Winner
“Dick’s Diesel” was the winning 
entry in the contest for the naming 
of Dick McCool’s car. Rebecca 
Lehnert, a freshman from Rose­
ville, Michigan, was the winner.
Dick McCool said that he re­
ceived approximately 50 entries — 
most of them were from Williams 
Hall. Out of these 50, he chose 
15 which he especially liked. He 
then narrowed the contest down, 
still further by choosing Rebecca’s 
entry.
Lins
Two yeres ago, I gratuated from college; I got a bacheler s degree in 
engjish. I have filled out dozins of applikations and have saw maney 
principéis but I still don’t have no teaching job. What do you think
15 rongr
Trudy
Prison cont.
stood up to return to the huddle, 
a prisoner rushed him, cursing, and. 
smashed a forearm into Rick’s face. 
Rick fell back, mnconscious with 
a gash over his eye. There were no 
penalties, and everyone watched 
as a couple of our men tried to 
revive Rick.
Finally, as one, we all dropped 
our flag belts, gathered our equip­
ment and headed towards the gate. 
The whole attitude of our oppon- 
ents suddenly changed; now they 
wanted to play ball, they were 
sorry and begged us not leave. 
With two of our men already out 
of the game, we were hardly in a 
position to stay, so we were esr 
corted outside to wait for Rufus 
and Rick,
I was suddenly summoned to go 
before the director of the unit and 
explain what had happened out on 
the field. I said that two refs left 
the game early and that the others 
would not call anything. The 
prisoners began to look bad by 
losing, so they played rougher. 
The game snowballed until tem­
pers flaired and the men struck out 
at the nearest objectB unfortun-' 
ately, we were the object. None 
of us believed that the men in the 
maximum security unit wanted to 
really mess anyone up, only that 
they became desperate to keep 
their face in front of the other
inmates, and that they wanted to 
win J(t any cost. We picked up 
our wounded and drove back to 
Kankakee in silence.
The next week, we return«! tn 
the honor farm, and it was the 
same as in 1972. A good hard 
hitting contest, played fairly and 
over with much too quickly, lhe 
prisoners had improved and the 
score was closer, 19-36, our favor. 
Our friends,remembered us. since 
some ot us had played before, and 
we talked awhile before leaving. 
Once more they invited us to 
return and again we promised to 
do so.
On the ride back, we talked 
about the way our whole attitude 
towards penal systems had been 
changed since our games with die 
prison. We no longer looked at 
the inmates as rejects that must be 
loci'"-1 to nrotect society,
b iur m0r^ bad b.reaks in life and had
Dear Trudy, . .
I have turned, your problem over to the Equal Rights Commission, 1 
believe it’s possible that you’re being discriminated against because 
you are a woman.
Lana
L ana
Would you please help me find my husband, he’s been missing for two 
weeks now. He’s 5 feet, 4 inches tall and weighs 275 pounds He’s bald 
and has a large wart on his nose. He bites his nails a lot arid seldom 
shaves. When last seen, he was wearing dirty tennis shoes, and old gray 
sweat-shirt with holes in it and . .  .never mind, Lana.
Changed my Mind
--------- im n u
gone off in the wrong direction. 
III never forget what Mike, a con­
victed murderer advised us to do 
after our first game at the prison. 
■ ‘When you guys sit in the class­
room and feel caged in, think of 
what it’s like to be here, behind 
these walls. Then go out and gel 
all the education that you can.
Dear Lana,
I’m a freshman at Olivet this year and have a problem I hope you can 
help me with I’m 7 feet, 3 inches tall and have a terrible time finding 
clothes to fit me. Do you have any suggestions?
Daddy Longlegs
Dear Daddy,
I’m sending you a catalog from the Big Men’s Store in Chicago. As 
you can see, the clothes are stylish and reasonably priced. Good luck.
Lana
P.S. Coach Ward is very anxious to meet you.
Dear j  ' '
Help! My roommate has psychotic tendencies. For no reason at all, 
she locks me in my closet, pushes the dresser in front of it, and leaves me 
to suffocate in the stuffy closet for forty-five minutes at a time. How 
can I get out of this situation in the middle of the semester?
Distressed
j^gaj* pjstrcsscdj 1
You’re the one’s who is psychotic! Why would you want to get out in
the middle of the semester?
Lana
While your’re studying, be at rest.
; » | 1
m
LLOYD'S WATCH SHOP 
279 E. Court
EOLOVA
*
ELGIN TIMEX
CARAVELLE
WATCH REPAIR 
§ WATCH BANDS
GIVE GIFT BONDS 
FOR CHRISTMAS
Thom
McAn
Store
139 S. Schuyler Ave. 
Kankakee, BL 60901
YOUR FAMILY 
SHOE STORE
Hours
6—10 Fri. & Sat. 
8—9 Sunday
“excellent food  at 
reasonable p rices^
FRIENDLY FAMILY RESTAURANTS
T  R I  I K
RESTAURANT
and
LOUNGE
one-half mile south of 
Kankakee—right on 
the edge of town, 
just a little way out 
in the country.
Kankakee, III. 60901
THE MAIN SPRING
150 N. Schuyler 
Town Mall 
NOW OPEN 
937-5220
TIMEX & SEIKO WATCHES 
*
COSTUME JEWELRY
*
TURQUOISE JEWELRY *
ANTIQUE BELT BUCKLES *
GIFTS
Welcome
BRADLEY 1 ST Church of the Nazarene 
Rev. Robert Danielson, Pastor 
SUNDAY SCHOOL: 9:30 a m.
MORNING WORSHIP: 10:30 a.m. 
FEATURING TREBLE CLEF CHOIR
HOMECOMING SUNDAY 
932-1123
Durham At Douglas, Bradley Illinois
L. G. Mitten. 
Insurance Service
• 387 S. Main Avenue
We Write All Kinds Of Insurance
Special Reduced Life Insurance Rates 
For Non-Cigarette Smokers
Office Phone 933-6457
L. G. Mitten C.L.UjjJ)39-9838 John Alexander 939-6246
■
iirslm ll's
C /U  es
FEATURING:
CURLEE CLOTHES 
*
JOYMAR SLACKS 
*
LEE JEANS 
«
MADE TO ORDER 
SUITS & COATS
YOU'RE INVITED FOR R WHOPPER k ¡8 §
BURGER KING -  BRADLEY
2 8 0  EA ST CO URT ST. 
DOWNTOWN KANKAKEE
PHONE 932-3041
HEY TIGERS: 
GET YOUR 
HOMECOMING 
FLOWERS FROM
BLOSSOM
BASKET
6RUMBACHERS ART SUPPLIES
Complete Selection of Colors in 
Oil, Hyplar, Brushes, Canvas, Easels, Etc.
ROYAL JEWELERS
M
7 ^
‘COMPLETE
FLORAL
CENTER”
Corsages,
Nosegays,
Special arrangements 
Call 937-4914
200 E. Court 
8 Lincoln Mall
Hours
Mon. — Sat. 9—5 
closed Wed. at moon
33 S. Main Bourbonnais
LAW AW AY OR CHARGE
LARGEST KEEPSAKE DEALER IN ILLINOIS
ACROSS FROM ONC ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
■
Member Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corp.
Discover a whole New World of Banking
2 FIRST TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK Of KANKAKEE
ONE DEARBORN SQUARE KANKAKEE ci-'NO'S 6090’ 
PmOnE 815 939-2551
' M m m m m
cLa 'Tage Comique
P E A N U T S  b y  C h a r l e s  IM« D e fa u lt
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T T ? [7 T
J jL V JL
M J J J
TURKEY!
bortoM S -
PE A N U T S /  HELLO,CHUCK? 
TELL MY SKATIN6 
PRO I'M ENTERIN6 
A COMPETITION, 
AND I  NEED A 
FEW LES50N5
5KÄTIN6 PRO? I  DON'T 
KNOW AN1/ SKATlNS PRO...
f7>-----------------------
C MON, CHUCK, SET MTH f l  
H  SOT THE BEST ON £ IN 
THE BUSINESS RI6HT THERE..
- -- - tt-PEANUTS
HERE'S THE WORLD-FAMOUS 
CRABBY 5KATINS PRO UAIKIN6 
OVER TO THE RINK TO CHEW 
SOMEBODY OUT...
H
I  HAVE 
LÜEAK 
ANKLES, 
SIR
K B
H
. . _ j a
¡ITS JU5T A MATTER Of HAVIN6 
SKATES THAT FIT PROPERLY... 
¡MAYBE WHEN MY SKATIN6 PRO 
¡SETS HERE, YOU COULD TRY 
1 A FEU. LESSONS...
HE'S CRABBY, 
BUT HE'S A
CJYin R M H S
A H  D O N ' W A J' 
N O  N N IE R D - 
L O O K N ' MtPPlB  
¡mW' HVAT!
WELL, PRO, WHAT 
DO YOU THINK?
Z f
THAT ÜJA5 A  TEN- 
17DOLLAR LESSON ’
T B
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Ken Anderson
H Ü Will Remember BASKETBALL IS KING
by Dave Polk
This past weekend in Professional Football was one of mild upset. 
New England and Buffalo were surprised by Cleveland and Houstor 
respectively. St. Louis lost for the second week in a row by lest 
than a touchdown when Minnesota beat them on Monday Night 
Football.
The big story, however, took place at Riverfront Stadium in Cincin- 
natti. The hometown Bengals upset Central Division seader Pittsburgh 
behind the heroics of Ken Anderson, 17 to 10.
Anderson, from Batavia, Illinois, and little Augustana College, not only 
set two records; he also made the game saving tackle to preserve Cincy’s 
victory. The win vaulted the Paul Brown coached club to within 54 game 
of the Steelers.
The two. National Football League records established by Anderson 
were for passing efficiency in one game and for succes&e completions. 
Kenny hit on 20 otPgljpasses tor 90.9 passing percentage for the day. 
bettering the old mark pf 86.2 per cent by Ken Stabler of Oakland 
against the Colts last season.
The other record feat occurred in the first half when Anderson hit on 
his first eight passes to give him l6 successive completions in his last 
two games. The old record was 15 in a row by Len Dawson of the 
Chiefs, against Houston in 1967; tied in the same season by Joe Namath 
of the Jet against Miami and Boston.
However, Anderson’s most incredible contribution in the victory 
wasn’t the records he set. In the fourth quarter the 210 pound quarter­
back saved the game with a brilliant defensive play. M omSts before 
with the Bengals headed for the clinching touchdown, Anderson handed 
off to Charlie Davis. Davis gained six yards on the off tackle play and 
was on the ground when the pass suddenly popped loose. The play had 
not been blown dead and heads-up Steeler safety Mike Wagner picked 
up the motionleffl ball.
The speedy Wagner took off for the sidelines on what appeared to be 
a game tying, lonesome 90 yard gallop, for a touchdown. Just when it 
seemed Mike was gone- Anderson angled ffler to catch Wagner at the 
Cincinnatti 21 yard line and proceeded to knock him off his feet and 
out of bound || The Bengal’s defrns||then held on to the well earneo 
victory by stopping the Pittsburgh offense on four plays.
What makes the defensive gem by Anderson so incredible isn’t the fact 
thathe had thSbeed to catch Wagner, but that he had the guts to make 
such a play which most quarterbacks wouldn’t have even attempted. 
Anderson bruiifd his shoulder on the hard tackle. However, this wasn’t 
the only injury to Kenny in the game.
Late in the third quarter the 25Hear-old signal caller had run for 8 
yards to the Steeler 10, where he washit quite viciously by Glen Ed­
wards after being run out of boundS Edwards was ejected from the 
game and Anderson was down and out for three minutes while Wayne 
Clark, his replacement, took the Bengals in for what proved to be the 
winning score.
. Cincy beat Pittsburgh on the swing pass to halt back Doug Dress!® 
throughout the game. Dressier, Anderson’s favorite receiver all dajSj 
caught nine tosses for 84 yards on the day. The play of Dressier and 
Anderson set up every Bengal
It would be quite an understatement to say Ken Anderson had a fine 
day. He led the Bengals to a crucial win; he set two NFL records; he had 
twenty completioH®or M7 yards; he made a fine play to prevent a 
Steeler touchdown and he had a few bumps and bruises to refresh hH  
memory lest he forget. Y ®  Ken Anderson will remember last Sunday® 
victorv over Pittsburgh for some time to come.
VARSITY BALL
IN PREVIEW
The homecoming GLIMMER- 
GLASS is usually the time when 
sports writers make their big p r s |  
dictions for Tiger bap||tball in the 
upcoming season. Words such as 
“better than last year,” “strong 
defens^B’good hustl®’ and “new 
young players” flood the printed 
page predicting an easy season 
and other empty promises®
I find myself in thilgframe of 
mind ¿is I sit down to write a pre­
view of our basketball team for 
1974-75. Not wishing to be trite 
nor to bore, the reader with a re­
port that is warmed up left over 
from last year’s homecoming issue,
I will give a personal view and 
opinion of this year’s team.
This yearHTigers are without a 
doubt the toughest and most tal­
ented players 1 have seen as­
sembled under Coach Ward in six 
seasons.
When these players gell into a 
team, they will become one of the 
strongest contenders in the area. 
The important factor is, however, 
the actual “becoming a team.” 
After witnessing two practices 
and two scrimage gameMthe indi­
vidual talent and hustle is clearly 
evident in ONC ball, along with a 
total lack of the negative thinking 
and personal showmanship that 
can destroy a team.
Neither of the scrimage games 
were a fair judge o&jteamwork.
The first one, in Birchard, w af 
merely an individual event designed 
to let the players, compete in a> 
game type situation without the 
pressure of a zone, defense.® 
points scored hanging .over their 
heads. The second was m «  
nearlffla real game, yet ended p re l 
maturelyH before Coach Ward 
could use all of his bench.
As a result, there has been no 
real chance for the players to work 
as one, as a team. Fortunately! 
most ball teams face this same 
problem in pre-season, and it’s 
something that usually shapes up 
as the year progresses.
As for homecoming, Coach 
Ward has many different possibili­
ties for a starting line up, and the 
strongest bench ever. Olivet has a 
home court advantage, and a 
strong reputation for winning 
againyjother Nazarene opponents.
I expect Olivet to sweep both 
games by a narrow point mar-i 
gin.
The Tigers have the talent for a 
strong team this year and for years 
to come. This team work will 
take care of itself. -
by Bruce Brian
VARSITY LINE-UP 
ON P. 16
A T  OLIVET 
THIS WEEKEND
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Varsity In Review
Olivet’s Varsity basketball team 
has maintained an 11-3 win-loss 
record in eight years of Home­
coming play!
Against other Nazarene College 
teams we boast a 14-6 win-loss 
record. The interesting note found 
in this is that with the exception 
of four games, all were played on 
the road.
Olivet® series with Bethany 
stands at 5-1, ONC favor; with 
Northv||st, 3-11! ONC favor; Tre- 
vecca, 2-lHONC favor; Eastern! 
1-0, ONC favor. The only school 
that has us on the losing card of a 
win-1 Bs series is Point Loma, they 
have R  down with three losses to 
onlH one win. Point Loma is 
respoKible for half of our total 
six l ^ e s  to the other Nazarene 
College|| they were all played on 
the road.
Olivet has played Mid-America 
Nazarene College of Olatha Kansas 
only once. That meeting was in 
the first Nazarene team tourna­
ment played at Bethany during the 
1970-71 basketball season. The 
Tigers beat the MANC Pioneers 
87-85.
TWO BIG WEEKEND 
GAMES AT
BRADLEY BOl)RBONNAlS 
HIGH SCHOOL 
7:30
Olivet Nazarene College 
1974-75 Basketball Schedule
NOVEMBER
15— Mid-America Nazarene College
16— Mid-America Nazarene* College ..
21— Lewis University ..........................
23—Northeastern Illinois State . . . . . . . .
27- 30—Grace College Tournament
(8 teams)
DECEMBER
3— North Central College ...............
5—Trinity College ..................................
7—McKendree College ..........................
10— Emhurst College ..........................
13— Millikin University ......................
JANUARY
7— San Diego Naval Training Center 
9-11—Point Loma College Tournament
(8 teams)
17— Belmont College, Tenn................
18— Trevecca Nazarene College ....
25—Illinois Tech .....................................
28— Concordia College ....................
FEBRUARY
4— Eureka College ...... ..................
8— George Williams College ...........
11— Judson College ...........................
14— Illinois College ..............................
15— Eureka College ............................
18—Rockford College ............................ ’
20—George Williams College .................
22— Mt. Vernon Nazarene College ..
25—Aurora College ..................................
JV Game at 0.00 P.M.
Olivet
Glimmerglass
Sports
JV's and Wilson Ready
into his third season as head Junior 
Varsity coach. The coach has 
compiled a 23-7 win-loss record 
with six of those losses coming in 
his first season. Wilson also won 
two Prairie Conference Junior 
Varsity Championship^!
This year’s squad of 10 has 6 
returning players from last year’s 
13-1 win-lBs squad, all of whom 
are now sophomoreaH
When asked about the possible 
style of play his squad could 
produce, Coach Wilson responded 
by saying that' they would try to 
be an efficient running team. Be­
cause of a lack of height which 
will likely result in less rebounding 
power, the team has to run and 
produce a minimum of mistakes 
that will cause turnovers.
Cont. on page 15
O.N.C. BASKETBALL RECORDS
IN D IV ID U A L
Most points career Ralph Hodge 1705 with 1 year leftMost points one year Larry Schmalfeldt 666 1970-71Most points one game Don Neal 41 vs. Taylor University 1969-70Most rebounds one season Tom Pasko 393 1968-69Most rebounds one game Dan Fowler 30 vs. Lincoln Christian 1972-73Most assists one season Ralph Hodge 171 1971-72Most assists one game Ted Allen 13 vs. Illinois Tech. 1972-73
Best ft. one game Ralph 'Hodge 13 for 13 vs. Iowa Wesleyan Í972-73Most ft. one season Ralph Hodge 213 out of 257 attempts 1971-72
Most ft. one game Don Neal 17-26 vs. Taylor University 1969-70
TEA M
Most points one season 3165 34 games 1971-72
Most points one game 138 vs. Merey College of Detroit 1971-72
Most wins one season 22 8 1972-73
Most consecutive wins 6 1968-69
Best ft % one season .766% 867 in 1131 attempts 1971-72
Most ft one game 44 for 51 vs. Indiana Central 1971-72
Most points allowed 122 Indiana Central 1971-72
122 Azusa Pacific 1971-72
Fewest points allowed in one game 36 vs. Trevecca 1968-69
Most points scored in Birchard Field House 122 vs. Bethel 1971-72
Best Team offensive average one season 93.5 for 34 games 1971-72
Best Team defensive average one season 77.1 for 30 games 1972-73
Best team fg% one season .482% 1124 for 2328 1971-72
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ONC Wrestling
Ray BaKer w
Chuck Kelley and Tom Allen 
Rave been elected to, lead this 
mason’s ONC wrestling team as 
iS a p ta in s  by their fellow team- 
fnates. Kelley, into his second 
Reason at ONC, is a junior. Allen,^ 
» h o  is also in his second season is
■  sophomore.
Second year head varsity coach 
ta rry  Watson, indicates this year’s 
team is better than last year’s at
■ (he start. Watson also mentioned 
that the wrestlers have been
plagued by pre-season injuries from 
pinch they will recover in time for 
Saturday’s opener. Coach Watson 
Rjw forsees injuries as a key tactor 
Bo this year’s success.
This years team has an abun­
dance of good freshmen, seven of 
which'are probable starters. They 
■re good wrestlers that at this 
point lack only valuable college 
Experience. Coach Watson men- 
tjoned that he expects sophomore 
l o r f  Allen to have an excellent 
■ ||o n  with his year of collegiate 
Experience.
In regard to the freshmen, Wat- 
K n  said that “ though they are 
■eshmen, I have a super amount of 
Confidence in them,” though they 
I K  the important college exper- 
ience.
The ten probable starters are as 
follow: sophomore Dave Kanes,
118 lbs; freshman Tim Davis 
126 lbs; freshman Mike Haysejj 
167 lbs; freshman Tom VonEitzen, 
177 lbs; freshman Lee Allen, 
190 lbs; freshman Charles Murphy, 
heavy weight.
The wrestler’s opening match 
will be against Trinity College of 
Deerfield. Olivet defeated trinity 
last year in a dual meet dunnj 
last year’s homecoming by £ 
points. Olivet also out-classed 
them in a triangular meet later in 
the season. Coach Watson was not 
able to make many comments as 
to what Trinity had in personnel 
except that he thinks they are 
better than last year, and have a 
158 pounder named McClure who 
went to national competition last 
year. Watson asid that even if 
information were available on 
Trinity’s squad, it would be im­
possible to make any comparisons 
in view of the fact that only three 
of our ten starters competed 
against Trinity last year.
Coach Watson tells us that Olivet 
wrestling over the last three years 
has become a strong program and 
that individual and team perforB 
mance should provide excitement 
for spectators at home matches.
The opener starts at 3:00 p.m., 
Saturday, November 16, in Bir­
chard sS&i.
H M®t points in career 1705 
(with one year left)
Most assists in one season 
171
Best freethrow percentage 
in one game, 13 for 13 vs. 
Iowa Wesleyan, 1972-73 
Most freethrows in one 
seasonB213 out of 257 
attempts
Twenty points per game 
career average 
Co-captain of the 1973-74 
Varsity Basketball squad 
Captain of this year’s Var- 
sity Basketball squad.
Prairie College Conference 
[scoring champion 1973-74 
District 20 NAIA first team 
1974, honorable mention All- 
American NAIA
District 4 National Christ­
ian College Athletic Associa­
tion first team NCCAA, 1974.
Senior
Bottom Row: S. Davisson, B. Reeser and T . VonEitzen _  ... _  , . ..  «  . .
Top Row: C. Murohy, T . Allen, C. Kelly, M. Hayse, S. Reynolds, T . Davis, B. Rich, D. Watson, R. Johnson, M. Cable,
Dave Veanes and Coach Watson
Olivet Nazarene College
1974-75 Frosh-Soph 
Basketball Schedule
NOVEMBER—
15— Alumni (Homecoming), home, 5:45 p.m.
16— Alumni (Homecoming), home, 5:45 p.m. 
21—Lewis University, away, 5:30 p.m.
23—Northeastern Illinois, here, 6 p.m.
DECEMBER—
5—Trinity College, away, 6 p.m.
10— Elmhurst College, here, 6 p.m.
13— M il l ik in  University, here, 6 p.m.
JANUARY-
25—Illinois Tech, away, 5:30 p.m.
28—Concordia College, here, 6. p.m.
FEBRUARY—
4—Eureka College, away, 6 p.m.
8—George Williams College, away, 6 p.m.
11— Judson College, here, 6 p.m.
14— Illinois College, here, 6 p.m.
15— Eureka College, here, 6 p.m.
18—Rockford College, away, 6 p.m.
20—George Williams College, here, 6 p.m. 
25—Aurora College, away, 6 p.m.
JV Continued
Olivet Nazarene College 
1974-75 Wrestling Schedule
Coach said that this year’s 18 No v e m b e r— 
game schedule will be tougher than ^ T r in i ty  college, home, 
the previous year. Highlights will 
feature Lewis University, North­
eastern Illinois University and 
Millikin' University. The Junior 
Varsity win-loss series with Milli­
kin stands at 2-0, their favor.
Wilson said that seven JV 
players stand a decent chance at 
the five available positions. The 
four most likely at this time, to 
land a spot are sophomore 
Dave Skelton, sophomore Fred 
Fullerton, sophomore Denny 
Owensland sophomore Dan Rex- 
roth. A guard position is yet to be 
filled.
3 p.m.
23—Huntington College, home, 1 p.m.
26—University of Chicago, away, 4 p.m.
p i i ! f lF .T i l l  B K k r —
3—Concordia College, home, 6 p.m.
14— Aurora Invitational, away, 12 noon
JANUARY-
25—Milikin University and Washington 
University, Milikin, 111., 1 p.m.
28—111. Institute of Tech., home, 3 p.m.
FEBRUARY—
l_N orth  Central Invitational, away, 9 am. 
8—Huntington Invitational, away, 10 a.m.
15— Olivet and Adrian College,
Olivet, Mich., 9 a.m.
18—Trinity and Marinatha College, 
Deerfield, 111., 7 p.m.
22—Aurora College, away, 11 a.m.
MARCH—
1----- District 20, Concordia College, 10 a.m.
JV ROSTER
Dave Skelton Sophomore
Fred Fullerton Sophomore
Denny Owens Sophomore
Dan Rexroth ' Sophomore
Ron McLean Sophomore
Gary Smith Sophomore
Mark Maish freshman
Dee Kelly Freshman
Nate Ward Freshman
Steve Harris Freshman
Women' s I.M.
Basketbal l Schedule
The Women’s Intramural Basket­
ball season will start on Tuesday, 
November 12, when competition 
will begin between each of the 
societies. A list is posted in the 
gym informing women which so­
ciety they are on.
Games for the 1974 fall season 
include:
November 12, Tuesday 
Delta vs Sigma, 6:30 
Beta vs Zeta, 7:30 
Gamma vs Kappa, 8:30 
-November 19, Tuesday 
Gamma vsSigma, 6:30 
Beta vs Kappa, 7:30 
Delta vs Zeta, 8:30 
November 26, Tuesday 
Zeta vs Kappa, 6:30 
Delta vs Gamma, 7:30 
Beta vs Sigma, 8:30 
December 2, Monday 
Delta vs Beta, 6:30 
Kappa vs Sigma, 7:30 
Gamma vs Zeta, 8:30 
December 9, Monday 
Gamma vs Beta, 6:30 
Sigma vs Zeta, 7:30 
Delta vs Kappa, 8:30 
Come out and support your 
society!
MANC
Women's S o f tb a l l  
Rap Up
The Women’s intramural Soft- 
ball Season has come to a close 
with the Barons in first place with 
four wins and two losses. Coming 
in second were the Expos with 
three wins and two losses. The 
team holding third place is the 
Streakers with one win and four 
Tosses.
Each softball season all-stars are 
chosen from each of the teams. 
Each girl must attend four out of 
five games to be eligible to vote.' 
Ballots were then sent out to each 
eligible player and the girls were 
elected.
The Olivet Women’s 
Allstars for the 1974-75 season 
include Tammy Alder, Carol Al- 
baugh, Cindy Eleveld, Debbie 
Fahrow, Sue Grabow, Joy Hum­
phries, Jane Hussong, Dana Sue 
Parker, Carol Skalak, Paula White, 
Nancy Whitman, and Debbie 
Wymore.
ÜÉÉ atme
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BO TTO M  ROW: S. Docusen, B. Brian, B. Taylor, R. Baker, D. Wadsworth. R. Jeffs, J. Johnson, D. Vickers, M. 
Spangler, D. Polk, S. Fowler T O P  ROW: D. Rose, R. KeiseM . Ludwig, D. Fightmaster^ A. Lyke, B. Oliver, D. 
Bias, J . Nixon, A. Ehrlin, D. Harris, J. Brim , J. Alexander, E. Richardson, S. Reed, B. McCoy, T  Hodges, Dan 
Wine, J. Timmons (not pictured) G. Ingle, M. Cooper, and J. Biscoe
Intramural Football Season Ends
oy uave Polk
The 1974 Flag-football season 
began with players clad in shorts® 
cleats, shirt-sleeved jerseys and 
bathed in sunshine; it ended with 
those same players wearing two 
pairs of football pante« ■ three 
athletic socks, army boots, sweat­
shirts and drowning in snow.
After thirty total games (10 
per Society) Zeta emerged the 
champ with a record of 6-2-2. 
However, the crown didn’t come 
easy. This was one of the most
balanced seasons in recent mem­
ory. No less than four teams lead 
the league at one point or another 
in the season.
Delta finished second with a 
mark of 6 and 4 after starting 
out 3 and 0. Gamma moved from 
the cellar last season to a respect­
able 4-4-2 and sole ownership of 
third spot. Kappa started slow* 
spurted to first place and then fell 
off after loosing quarterback John 
Brim to a knee injury. Kappa lost 
their last three games to finish
Cen tennial Con tin ued
primitive man who made the 12,000 year old Clovis spear points, and 
the ^ modern cattleman.
The book ilfirmly grounded in the facts of history and sheds great 
light on the development of our country. The story is one of people — 
people involved in events and dramas that armosi(seem ficticious: 
Indians, trappers, traders, adventurers, explorers, gold-seekers, ranchers 
cowboy||homesteaders, farmers, hunters, speculators.
The book is too many things to describe in a review. It is both humor­
ous and tragic. Typical ofMichener’smany humorous passages.is one in 
which two cowhands discuss how to prepare a “texas” steak.
“TheKteaks were cooked Texas style, which meant they were 
practically inedible. With the best beef at hand, and the best steaks cut 
from it, the Texans would never let the meat age or become tender in 
any other way. Cutting it fresh from the carcass, they plopped it into 
a hot pan and kept it over the coals interminably, according to the an­
cient Texas law. ‘If it’s brown it’s still cookin’, and if it’s black it’s 
almost d o n f ||”
Yet, in a passage where Frank Skimmerhorn and the Colorado 
Militia massacre the Arapaho tribe, the reader almost chokes on the 
description.
Perhaps, the strongest section of the book is that pertaining to the 
“Indians® of the area. It is peaceful, and pipsing to the mind, to read 
of the early tribes. The awe felt by the Arapaho, when he saw millions 
of buffalo grazing together duringlate summer, almost jumps out at you.
Then, as the early trappers and adventurers come to the area, the 
reader feels more and more saddened by the events which occur; until, 
as the gold-seekers finally drive the “Indian” out of the area, you can­
not believe the things that happened.
Sadness notwithstanding, Michener has done an ,excellent job in por­
traying this not-so-insignificant area. The reader is literally sittine in a 
time capsule along the South Platte River at Centennial, watching the 
p as ||-  475 billpn ¡H|rs of h is ||ry  pass before him.
Flag Football 
Float Standings
Win Loss Tie
ZETA 6 2 2
DELTA 6 4 0
GAMMA 4 4 2
KAPPA 4 5 1
BETA 3 5 1
SIGMA 3 6 1
TOP I974 IM SCORERS
TD’s ExPts Total
Fowler (ZETA) 11 1 67
Reeser (BETA) 9 0 54
Nixon (DELTA) 8 2 50
Polk (KAPPA) 8 2 50
Vickers (SIGMA) 7 3 45
Reed (GAMMA) 6 1 37
Balinski (DELTA) 5 5 35
Biscoe (DELTA) 5 1 31
Woods (ZETA) 5 1 31
Ehrlin (GAMMA) 4 2 26
Fightniaster (BETA) 4 2 26
Cobb (SIGMA) 4 1 • 25
Cooper (KAPPA) 4 1 25
Alexander (SIGMA) 3 3 21
Johnson (BETA) 3 3 21
Harris (GAMMA) 3 2 20
Wine (ZETA) 3 1 19
Essary (BETA) 3 0 18
McCoy (KAPPA) 2 5 17
Walters (ZETA) 2 3 15
fourth at 4-fyi. Beta took the 
biggest nosedive after winning it 
all last year by ending up 5th 
at 3-5-2. While Sigma (commonly 
known as Sag-Bag) finished in the 
basement.^game behind Beta with 
a showing of 3-6-1.
The champion Zeta club made 
a’ midsCason move that no team 
could match. They were 1-1-2 
after four games but won five out 
of the last she to sew up first 
place. Zeta instituted wide openj|| 
free-wheeling football that came 
to be their trademark. Ignoring 
the cries by the other teams|of 
“GARBAGE PLAY,” Zeta .went 
right on razzle-dazzling and more 
notably, winning.
REMINDER
The Annual All-Star game will be 
played (weather permitting) Fri­
day afternoon at 3:00 p.m., fea­
turing the teams of Zeta-Beta- 
Delta vs. Kappa-Gamma-Sigma.
Others with two touchdowns or less —
Adams, Brim, Colling, Cobb (ZETA);Estes,. Gilroy, Jeffs, 
Lyke, Owens, Spangler, Wadsworth, Barnes, Tubbs, Keiser
Mid-America Varsity Roster
Position No Ht Wt ïr
Arnold, Dan G 32-33 5’10 175 *Jr
*Bell, Don G 20-21 6’1 160 Jr
Bird, Don F 44-45 6’3 185 So
Ervin, Van G 22-23 5’8 150 Fr
*Friesen, Doug F 40-51 6’4 170 So
Hayes, Jeff F-C 54-55 6’4 285 So
^Johnson, Doug C 40-41 6’6 185 So
Kniper, John F-C 34-35 6’3 175 Fr
Kramer, Jim C 30-31 5’ 185 So
*Lamar, Rocky G 24-25 5’11 165 Jr
Radcliffe, Rod GF 12-13 6M 185 So
Stansbury, Gary G 10-11 6’ 145 Fr
Swanson, Greg GF 4243 6’1 185 So,
*Yantis, Ron C 14-15 6’6 160 Sr
* Starters
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The 1974 intramural football season brings to you Zeta, league champions!
Tony Ends, E D IT O R  IN C H IB F  
Jeff Grosveno«fM AN AGIN G E D IT O R  
Jim Forrester, B U S IN ES S  M A N A G ER  
Sheila Reed, C IR C U L A T IO N  
Dawn Campbell, O F F IC E  M A N A G ER  
Alexis Palm, NEW S E D IT O R  
Ray Baker, S P O R T S  ED fT U H  
Don SwaffordÆf E A T U R E  ED IT O R  
Gerat Smigh ("jock"), H UM OR  
Mona Peck, H U M A N IT IES  
Randy Mashburn, P H ILO SO P H Y  
Melodie Stier, L A Y O U T  E D IT O R
T E C H N IC A L : SP O R T S :
Tim  Andress Eileen Adams /ÂMarsha Armstrong Bruce BrianMike Eleveld Cindy Eleveld
Don Engel Habeeb Habeeb
'♦3
Dave Freeland Dave Polk
Donna Johnson ■ CO M PO SITIO N :
Ruth Sharp Karen Cofran
Deb Bates G R A M M A T IC A L :
W R IT E R S : Ben Acton
John Alexander P H O T O G R A P H ER S :
Lee Allen Steve Birchfield .
Bruce Brian Jerry Croucher
John Erickson  
Rebecca Lehnert. 
Donna Link  
Debie Nyberg 
Steve Seif
Dave McMahon
(
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LI MM ER G  L A S S
BOX 24 OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE 
KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS 60901
The G L IM M E R G L A S S  is the official student publication of Olive«. 
Nazarene College. It is published bi-weekly with exceptions made for 
vacation and exam weeks, flood, fire, pestilence and uncontrollable 
sloth. Subscription rates are two dollars per year. The opinions 
expressed in the G L IM M E R G L A S S  are those of the writers and are not 
necessarily the opinions of the administration nor the Associated Stu­
dents of Olivet Nazarene College. Letters may be addressed to,
G L IM M E R G L A S S , Box 24, Olivet Nazarene College, Kankakee, Ill­
inois, 60901.
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Homecoming Court 1974-75
Jennifer Freeman is also a 
junior who is majoring in Social 
Welfare. She is from  Flint, Mich­
igan.
Cindy Thome, a Home Econo­
mics major from  Alliance, Ohio, 
is a junior.
Joyce Apple, a junior at Olivet 
this year, is majoring in Elementm 
ary Education and is from  Oak- 
landon, Indiana.
HOMECOMING QUEEN 1974
Kristine Kelley, a senior, is from  
Fort Wayne, Indiana, and is major­
ing in Elementary Education.
Tracy Lewis is a senior from  
Caro, Michigan. Speech is her' 
major.
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Olivet Benner Library and Learning Resources Center
Dreams That Lived
Olivet Nazarene College in 1940
Dreams That Live
Olivet Nazarene College in 1974
Dreams That W ill Live
Basketball Collage 1974-75
1974-75 BASKETBALL
H-A NAME POS. HT. WT. CLASS HOMETOWN
4-5 McLean, Ron G 6’ 145 2 Indianapolis, Ind.
10-11 Allen, Ted X G 5’11 170 3 St. Louis, Mich.
10-11 Kelley, Dee G 6’ 146 1 Detroit, Mich.
12-13 Shoff, Jim X F 6’2 172 3 Salem, Ohio
14-15 Harris, Steve G 6’1 145 1 Rock Falls, 111.
20-21 Hodge, Ralph X G 6’1 175 4 Mt. Zion, III.
22-23 Smith, Gary G 5’10 145 2 Peoria, 111.
24-25 Rexroth, Dan F 6’2 180 ~2 Oskaloosa, Iowa
30-31 Fullerton, Fred G 6’2 162 2 Ottawa, 111.
32-33 Harris, Sam G 6’2 170 1 Rock Falls, 111.
34-35 Skelton, David F 6’4 175 2 Salem, 111.
40-41 Steagall, Gerald F 6’4 170 1 Rock Falls, 111.
40-41 Ward, Nate G 5T0 165 1 Canton, Ohio
4243 Fowler, Dan X C 6’6 197 4 Michawaka, Ind.
4445 Owens, Dennis C 6’4 180 2 Springfield, Ohio
50-51 Berry, Odell X C 6’9 200 2 -Dayton, Ohio
52-53 Beam, Dan X F 6’6 190 2 Pensacola, Fla.
52-53 Maish, Mark C 6’2 185 1 Mason, Mich.
X — Lettermen Coach C. W. Ward
Ass’t Coach — Frank Wilson
Captain — Ralph Hodge
No. 42 and t^H H B that made..that number famous!
Debi’s Deglutition
I
THINK SNOW!!!!!
I’ve been searchin’ so long to 
find an answer. I finally found i t  
Thanks. B.B.
Welcome to “almost heaven” 
Olivet, CHERYL & LAYNE from 
IBED.
PASTORS:
LET US SERVE YOU 
AND YOUR CHURCH 
WITH A STUDENT 
TEAM OF
CHRISTIAN WORKERS
^ S fU n itu a t
L i
OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE 
! Kankakee, Illinois 
B W M  60901','
m f
BROTHERS & SISTERS 
IN CHRIST *
GOSPEL CRUSADERS
*
MISSIONS IN ACTION
*
SERVANTS OF CHRIST
Phone: 815-939-5210 
Offices in Ludwig Center
Call us.
We know
what
you’re
looking
for!
ENDS
INSURANCE
SERVICE
318 S. Main
BOURBONNAIS 939-7163
y o u r / Independent ] 
k Insurance /  /a g e n t  ,
SER V ES YOU FIRST
ANNOUNCING:
A NEW SERVICE ON CAMPUS
FREE TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
THROUGH PROF. I. KRANICH
MAY WE MAKE YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 
TO FLY HOME FOR THANKSGIVING & CHRISTMAS
¡ p e r s o n a liz e d  ra v e  l , ine.
Kankakee, Illinois 60901
Phone: 933-2380
i  FASHION CENTER I
'72*
50 free invitations
with the purchase of either the 
wedding gown or attendants 
gowns at regular prices.
Coupon good thru Nov.
172 N. Kennedy Bradley Phone: 937-4488
"we welcome you to browse” ¿-j-_-i.pl- -
Welcome NANNY from CHUCK. 
Deb,
Tho we’re miles apart, our love 
is still together.
Ron
MARK SARVER
Have a Happy Birthday.
DJ
MRS ZELL,
Happy First-Snowfall!!! Enjoy 
your “Winter Wonderland” 
weekend at ONC.
Happy Homecoming, Prof. Ander­
son. The “bond” between us has 
not “depreciated.” From your 
10:30 Accounting class.
Sunday birthday w**’’“* *'or a 
special 20-yr. old. Thanx for 
everything, AVJ. Just "»«. “d”
DENNIS BALDRIDGE 
Hf"e a Happy Birthday
_ From vour “almost twin”
Happy Birthday Wichterwoman 
from TG & MP.
CROUCHER FEA THERSTON 
Photographic Services
Jerry Croucher
Weddings
NEW QUICK 
SERVICE ON 
COMPLETE BLACK 
AND WHITE OR 
COLOR WORK.
Portraits
Phone: 939-6416 or write Box 578, ONC
Ron Featherston
C t e t w a s  is a  time 
¿o/t foi/e. . .  omc( (_A fitC aw ed
m m
I S U'RF STAR
■li'ERAses-' TURC
i.LFE
No time could be better to express your love than nt Christmas. And an 
ArtCarved diam ond ring expresses it best.
ArtCarved diamonds are selected lor their line color, cut and clarity. The 
beautx and value of each are assured through A rtC arved's fam ous lifetime 
guarantee. .
